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The medium IS the message

How we communicate with those we work for and those who work for us is dictated by a variety of
factors. Your boss prefers weekly face-to-face meetings, you prefer brief emails, others on your team
favor long-winded phone conversations, while your newly hired college grads are happiest texting.
Despite the many new channels available for getting your message across, all are not created equal
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business goal, every team, and every individual to determine the most effective ways of communicating. “Telephones, email, and social technology modalities have their rightful place in labs as a quick
and easy means of conveying and/or broadcasting information, but managers who use these methods to the point of minimizing or excluding real-time person-to-person communication on a reasonably
consistent basis should not be surprised if levels of staff motivation and trust start to flag.”
A similar message is echoed in this month’s Ask the Expert article in which expert Angelo Filosa,
discussing how to optimize his lab’s service program, says, “In the first year we had meetings at
the end of every week and quarterly calls with the vendor to evaluate how the program was going.
Slowly we cut back to meetings every two weeks and then to once a month as we got used to each
other. You need communication for it to work.”
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Finally, if your lab is in the market for a microscopy or imaging system, turn to this month’s INSIGHTS
article (page 56), which provides a comprehensive overview of developments in this important area
as well as what you should consider when making that purchase.
We recently sent out surveys on laboratory etiquette and lab safety practices. Thank you in advance if
you participated, as that will provide good information on these important topics for upcoming issues.
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Is Your Message Getting Lost in the Sauce?

Choosing and using the Best
communication channels for your
team by F. Key Kidder

D

uring the past several years, the scientific community
has been subjected to a campaign to improve communications with the external public. The drumbeat
for enhanced engagement emanated from a range of interests. People working in industry, academia, and professional organizations as well as communication scholars
and gurus all aggressively urged scientists to refine what
they say and how they say it in dealings with global collaborators, citizens, funders, opinion leaders, and legislators—all to better improve relationships and outcomes.
Considerably less attention meanwhile has been paid
to the efficacy of scientists’
internal communications. Conversations and exchanges within
labs are “relatively neglected
compared with external communications in the context of
the current science communication push,” said Chris Mooney,
a journalist and academic who
works in the intersection of science, communication, and politics.
Close proximity can create assumptions that mislead lab
managers into a state of communicative complacency—the
false sense of security that they are indeed getting the intended message across to staff and superiors. “The first principle of
communication,” said consultant and scholar Philip Clampitt,
“is ‘message sent’ often does not equal ‘message received.’”
Scientists “believe it’s all taken care of,” said author and
consultant Dennis Meredith, “because they pass each other
in the hall, confer on a particular experiment occasionally,
or have journal clubs and those kinds of meetings. But
that’s not the case.”

As a result, levels of staff performance, motivation,
and trust are less than optimal. And then there’s the issue
of choosing the most appropriate channel for the situation at hand, another potential source of miscommunication gaffes. Under what circumstances are different
techniques adverse or desirable? What’s best—one-onone or face-to-face meetings; telephone or email and
social media communiques; or group meetings?
Bench scientists typically receive scant formal training in the communication arts, according to a study by
John Besley from the University of South Carolina’s
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications. Only one in
five communication experts
reported conducting such
training, and when it did occur,
engagement was a secondary
focus. Numerous other studies
hammer home the paradigm
of the communicatively challenged scientist who prefers to
be left alone to pursue research. Science and engineering, said Meredith, are “professions that have not valued
explanation.”
The starting point for an understanding of the best
internal communication practices—and the drivers of
motivation, group performance, and trust—is contained
in the body of research into psychosocial behaviors,
augmented by more recent works from communication
specialists who have taken up the cause of science.
A synopsis might begin with the handful of classic
theorists who lay the foundations of motivational workplace orthodoxy. Maslow, Hertzberg, Deming, Vroom—

“Close proximity can create
assumptions that mislead
lab managers into a state of
communicative complacency.”
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giants all, and all of whom prescribed (in varying degrees) that management
emphasize intrinsic motivators and psychological incentives and reduce reliance on extrinsic payoffs such as cash and perks. A recent McKinsey Quarterly
report underscored the value of managerial recognition and attention as a
recurring theme in motivational effectiveness surveys. “We’ve known how
to motivate workers for a while,” said Roger Mayer from N.C. State’s Poole
College of Management. “It depends on how dedicated organizations are to
revisiting what works.”
When evaluating internal communication modes in the context of
motivation and trust, it is increasingly apparent that what works best is face
time and meetings with managers either one-on-one or in small groups.
Larger group discussions tend to be dominated by several individuals and
inhibit participation.
“Teaching, training, managing conflict and analyzing difficult problems
are best handled” via face-to-face communication, said Dr. Philip Clampitt,
author of “Communicating for Managerial Effectiveness” (Sage Publications) and founder of a communications consulting firm whose roster of
clients is dotted with scientists and engineers.

“What works best is face time and meetings with
managers either one-on-one or in small groups.”
Telephones, email, and social technology modalities have their rightful
place in labs as a quick and easy means of conveying and/or broadcasting
information, but managers who use these methods to the point of minimizing or excluding real-time person-to-person communication on a reasonably consistent basis should not be surprised if levels of staff motivation
and trust start to flag.
When processing communications, humans rely on visual cues and social
context to provide clarity and meaning, said Patricia Holahan, associate professor of management at Stevens Institute of Technology, who specializes
in technology management and organizational design and theory.
Communications that are both rich and synchronous—those that transmit
information with the greatest clarity and timeliness such as face-to-face—
provide “superior social context and cues” that reduce uncertainty (i.e.,
increase trust) and strengthen interpersonal bonds—the kind of cohesion
that is essential in order for managers to transition into leaders.
Text-driven communications such as social technologies and email—even
telephones to a lesser extent—are leaner and more asynchronous. “Without
rich contextual information, the default position is to make dispositional
attributions, and they tend to be negative,” said Holahan. The risk is twofold.
Not only can the message not come across as intended, but it can also sow
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the seeds of interpersonal conflict between
a sender and receiver, discord that can infect
others. (As team members become better acquainted over time, the threat diminishes.)
Trust was shown to be a prerequisite for
managerial effectiveness as early as 1960.
Subsequent studies demonstrated the primary
role communication plays in the development and maintenance of trust and employee
involvement. But despite the premium placed
on trust, there was “scarce empirical evidence” about how to develop its organizational
robustness, according to a 2009 study in the
Journal of Business Communication that focused
on the communication interplay between
top management, middle management, and
staff (“The Central Role of Communication
in Developing Trust” by Thomas, Zolin and
Hartman, Sage Publications).
The study found that the quantity or
adequacy of “big picture” information stemming from top management is more important
than quality for developing staff trust. Middle
managers in turn must be trusted to translate
this generalized, big-picture material into
high-quality information that is staff-specific
and shows workers where they fit into the
organizational scheme of things. “When (staff)
perceive they are getting information from
their supervisors and coworkers that is timely,
accurate, and relevant, they are more likely to
feel less vulnerable and more able to rely” on
supervisors and colleagues.
The second element of communication the
study tested for was organizational openness,
“which predicts an employee’s involvement”
and motivation. Trust, say the authors, “appears
to shape the perceptions of communication
openness” that drive involvement. When staff
is made to feel less vulnerable and can express
themselves safely, it increases their buy-in.
Clampitt is more sanguine about the state
of scientific communication than are other experts—taciturn scientists and engineers may in
fact have an inherent advantage when it comes
to developing good communication skills, he
says. The gift of gab is counterproductive.
“Talk-listen-talk-listen trumps talk-talk-talk

every time. Scientists are keenly aware that ‘saying something
is so’ differs from ‘proving it is so.’ Unlike others, scientists are
more inclined to solicit feedback (that the message was successfully communicated and received). So they test, simply by
asking, to obtain the necessary proof.”
Channels, said Clampitt, “accentuate certain attributes of the
message, while de-emphasizing others.” Most people “overuse”
channels that “best suit our skills and comfort level,” but Clampitt
recommends expanding the portfolio to include different channels
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more attuned to the preferences of others. Using an array “increases the
probability of tapping into the full potential” of staff.
Clampitt advises establishing sets of protocols for use as the basis of an
internal communications system. He distinguishes between three basic communication situations—routine information sharing, knowledge sharing, and
change management—and says managers and staff should mutually agree on
which channels (email, phone, etc.) are most appropriate for each situation.
“What’s routine can often be done via email or memo but sometimes must
be supplemented by richer channels, because something perceived as routine
by one person isn’t necessarily perceived that way by another. If it’s not clear
to start with, use richer knowledge sharing channels—it’s especially good for
scientists to create connections where they see other people’s work.”
Change management, the most challenging communication situation,
often puts lab managers in the tricky position of having to act as the middlemen between staff and superiors. In this event, Clampitt advises managers
to address his seven specified protocols, the better to optimize the message’s
impact on staff: what is the decision?; how was it made?; why was it made?;
what were the rejected alternatives?; how does the decision fit into the mission or vision?; how does the decision effect the organization?; and how does
the decision effect employees?

“It’s especially good for scientists to create connections where they see other people’s work.”
“When staff is informed of all seven, we discovered it doubles the likelihood of a buy-in. Even if a manager cannot explain the rationale directly, it
provides more certainty and predictive ability.”
Clampitt’s findings are complemented by the research of Ethan Burris,
associate professor of management at the University of Texas, McCombs
School of Business. Employee “voice,” says Burris—the degree to which
staff are encouraged or allowed to speak up and share ideas—drives higher
levels of (in descending order) their self-perceived status, proactive personality, job satisfaction and work group acceptance, procedural justice, and fit
with supervisor.
Meredith, whose Explaining Research site offers a generous wealth of
advice on a range of scientific communication issues, suggests technological
and architectural steps to improve internal communication.
Technology tools can increase performance and offer team-building potential. Meredith recommends private Twitter feeds as a means to crowdsource solutions to the daily vexations of lab life—things like machine
glitches and troublesome analytic techniques. An internal blog allows researchers to post their progress or circulate drafts inviting feedback, because
“the more editorial eyes you put on piece, the better it becomes.” SlideBoom
allows users to share rich PowerPoints and even add audio; Meredith
14
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envisions it as a useful tool for scientists to circulate their
presentations among lab staff, perhaps seeking advice to
resolve sticking points.
Public communications can be improved “in ways that
increase group trust and cohesiveness,” says Meredith.
Lab websites often display “perfunctory biographical
sketches.” Allowing staff to include personal data about
their interests can kindle friendships with “someone
right down the hallway who also enjoys scuba diving.”
Such informal discussions can “develop into more cohesive professional relationships.”
As a practical matter, configuring lab space is often
outside the purview of lab managers. Among the many
labs Meredith has visited, several had memorable coffee
rooms and common areas with comfortable accommodations conducive to informal discussions that promote
interpersonal relationships and teamwork. At Duke’s
multidisciplinary Levine Science Research Center, slow
elevators cause people to take the stairs. “Landings were

turned into large, sunny alcoves with couches and easy
chairs where scientists like to strike up conversations.”
A 2004 MIT Sloan Management Review white paper
(“How Team Communication Affects Innovation” by
Kratzer, Leenders, and Engelen) posits that the extent of
small group communication “makes a big difference in
their creativity.” Frequency affects output; one to three
times a week is the optimal number of communication
episodes. More extensive communication, either face-toface or by other means, results in cliques and a “group
think mentality that stifles innovation.” The longer a
team stays together, the more likely cliques are to coalesce, so rotating team assignments is recommended.
F. Key Kidder left journalism to pursue a career in government
relations, politics, and PR, but he still likes to keep his hand in
writing. He can be reached at k2@keykidder.com or by phone at
410-963-4426.
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Nurturing
Talent
By Mark Lanfear

I

n the science world, as in all technical fields these days, there’s a
strong emphasis on the need to
find the best talent. That’s not surprising, given the fact that most hiring managers are well aware of the
growing shortage of people working
in all STEM jobs. As baby boomers
prepare to retire, and as higher educational institutions continue to produce less people who are willing to
invest their time in the study of these
critical professions, competition for
talent will only become stronger and
more challenging.

“Most hiring managers
are well aware of the
growing shortage of
people working in all
STEM jobs.”
When companies are able to win over
the best talent—whether they’re large
corporations or small labs serving a
very specific purpose—they’ve definitely won the battle. But they haven’t
won the war. That’s because the art of
retaining that talent is much more nuanced and complex. And it’s not just
about winning another single battle.
It’s really a marathon in understanding
how to nurture your most valuable human capital so your organization will be
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well equipped to win the ever-evolving
and continuous war on the global competitive stage.

“Those who have the
coveted technical skills
are truly able to chart
their own course.”
In this age of global competition,
when even small labs are competing
on a massive scale, it’s this human
capital that will be your most valuable company resource for waging
and winning every battle.
So this is the challenge, and it’s a perennial one: being able to nurture
talent in a way that will make them
willing to stay with the organization—and stay that course—in order
to have the maximum positive impact
on your business. That’s definitely not
easy, considering there are so many
employment opportunities for the
best workers in technical fields such
as science and engineering. Though
the job market continues to be tough
for many people, those who have the
coveted technical skills are truly able
to chart their own course. As a result,
old ideas around traditional models of employment, like the 40-hour
workweek, have already begun to

significantly erode. Alternative models of employment, like contingent
arrangements, are instead providing
a lot of flexibility for modern workers who may enjoy the freedom of
guiding their own career and moving
from place to place in order grow in,
change, and influence their profession.
But we know that these modern professionals also still hunger for a workplace that places a premium on the
professional growth and well-being of
its talent. After all, going to work isn’t
just about making money, especially
in the scientific world. Ultimately, it’s
about making a difference with the
kinds of products, innovations, and
ideas that have the power to truly impact humankind in a positive way. This
is why now, more than ever, the smartest and brightest employees don’t want
to just perform “tasks” at a job.
They’re not looking only for a paycheck. They want the possibility of
deriving true meaning and opportunity from the work they do.
Easier said than done. And yet the
art of nurturing talent isn’t really so
complicated. Recognizing and understanding just a few of the principles
I’ve described above that are behind
this new, more modern vision of the
workplace is the first step in developing a plan to nurture the talent you’ve
already got—and want.
There are endless avenues an organization could take to create a nurturing atmosphere. In fact, there are
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“The smartest and
brightest employees
don’t want to just
perform ‘tasks’ at
a job.”
entire consulting firms that specialize
in this endeavor. Workforce solutions
companies that help organizations

find and retain the best talent also are
at the forefront of finding solutions to
nurture the talent you already have.
However you go about it, though, the
benefits and results are often universal. When any organization has a real
plan for recognizing the worth of its
talent—and helping that talent grow
and flourish within their roles—that
organization will experience better
productivity, a workforce with staying power, and a fighting chance for
winning its own personal war.

Mark Lanfear is a global practice leader
for the life science vertical at Kelly Services, a leader in providing workforce
solutions. He has operated clinical trials
around the world for almost two decades.
In addition, Mark is a featured speaker at
many life science industry conferences and
a writer for life science periodicals. He can
be reached at MARL773@kellyservices.
com or 248-244-4361.
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pipetting heads
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Increased productivity due to a full range of pipetting modes including
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“All in all, Alpha invested three to
four months to prepare for the
system’s implementation.”

Continuous Improvement
How an electronic document management system created
efficiencies beyond the lab by Katie Gignac

W

alk into a pharmaceutical or medical laboratory and a couple of things will strike you.
First, everything is unsparingly clean. Second, due to regulations and quality standards, those who
work in these labs have excruciatingly specific protocols
and procedures to follow. They are well trained and
intensely focused on quality.

Quality is critical
Jim Todaro is Alpha Analytical’s (Westborough, MA)
Quality Assurance manager. Over his 40-year career, he’s
seen it all. His experience as a lab director, an entrepreneur, and an innovator makes him a powerful advocate
for quality at Alpha.
“We are a lean organization—constantly trying to
improve our processes while cutting away the waste,”
explains Todaro. “That’s what drives us to improve our
quality each and every day.”
A continuous improvement environment, like the one
at Alpha Analytical, leads to innovations that may not be
readily seen in other types of environments. Such was
the case when the company recently faced challenges
with its document management.
“Monitoring and keeping track of paperwork was very
laborious for everyone involved because we had thousands of documents to control,” Todaro says. With more
than 250 employees and a state-of-the-art 50,000-square-foot
18
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facility, it became troublesome when someone needed to
track down a particular document.
Until now, a spreadsheet was used to keep track of
everything. Moving documents through the system
for approval was slow and inefficient, so the company
took steps to investigate whether an electronic document management system would help. Systems such as
Qualtrax weren’t really being used within environmental
laboratories, and the few systems that were being used
did not address Todaro’s needs. Qualtrax, however,
seemed to fit his requirements.

Implementation
Sometimes implementing a new system can ruffle
feathers and put staff on edge. That was not the case
with Alpha Analytical, Todaro says. “There wasn’t a
manager in sight who was against this move. Our team
was living in a nightmare of paperwork—it was all-consuming. Everyone wanted something better.”
But that didn’t mean that the company rushed to implement the document management system. Instead, the
staff spent time carefully planning the implementation.
They created a team that included Human Resources,
IT, and Quality Assurance. They also put a plan together
with a timeline that included a heavy focus on training.
All in all, Alpha invested three to four months to prepare
for the system’s implementation.
www.labmanager.com
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you investigate,
the better
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“Our staff caught on pretty quickly,” says Todaro.
“And they continue to fine-tune the system so that it
meets our lab’s needs.”
After implementing the system in spring 2012, Alpha
Analytical saw tangible benefits. Staff are now more
involved and invested in the quality assurance process.
They own their own documents and are able to make
changes to those documents and then release them effortlessly to their colleagues for review and approval.
The approval process that once took three to six months
is now almost immediate.
Alpha’s auditors have raved about the new system. “You
can sit them in a room and put Qualtrax up on the big screen
and everything is right there,” says Todaro. “So far, we’ve
received nothing but positive comments from our auditors.”

Half the story
But document management is only half the story, says
Todaro, and this is where the culture of innovation at

Alpha Analytical can really be seen. As Todaro and his
Quality Assurance team began to share the system with
colleagues outside the analytical laboratory environment,
they began to ask, “Can you put that in Qualtrax too?”
The workflow feature of the software, which enables a
company to develop and then manage and track common
business processes, became attractive to other departments. The Health and Safety manager asked whether
accident reports could be tracked. The Instrument group
wanted to know if the software could track the movement of instruments from one facility to another. Other
departments wanted to know whether the system could
track vendor issues or customer complaints.
Todaro’s short answer was a resounding yes.
He and his team began expanding the system’s reach
beyond the lab, and all signs point to continued expansion. “Could the workflows become even more important than document management for us?” asks Todaro.
“Maybe,” he offers with a smile.

Tips for implementing a document
management system

NEW! Vented Polyurethane
Laboratory Seating Options
- 7000V from BEVCO Newly designed polyurethane seating from BEVCO features vented
seats and backs for outstanding comfort. Fast, easy clean-up, extreme
durability and a wide range of adjustments make the 7000V Series
the perfect choice for use in today’s productive
laboratory environments.
◆ Extreme durability. Seats and backs resist
stains and damage from punctures,
grease, water and mild chemicals
◆ 10 distinctive models.
Choice of base designs,
casters, floor glides
and footrings
◆ Comprehensive range of
adjustment options.
◆ Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA safety
and durability standards.
◆ Exclusive 12 year warranty

Call for a FREE
brochure
Style and Comfort by Design ...

(800)864-2991
LAB-X ad 7000V (4-ʼ12)

What does it take to implement a system and make it useful within your
own lab? Todaro and his colleagues offer these tips:
1. Know your requirements. Get a team together and spend time outlining
what you want a system to do for you. Then go see such a system in
action—in a real-life environment.
2. Have a plan. Your success in implementing a new system will be determined by how well you planned. Who needs to be involved? (Hint: Think
beyond Quality Assurance people.) What are individuals’ roles? What’s the
timeline? What are the potential risks, and how will you manage them?
3. Run the implementation as you would a formal project. This type of
formality can help you address issues that come up and will ensure that the
appropriate people remain involved each step of the way.
4. Train. Train. Train. Make time for training your staff in the plan and devote
the resources to do it well.
5. Be innovative. As you implement the system, look for interesting ways
to optimize your investment. Encourage your team to think broadly. Who
knows? It may grow your culture while improving your business.
Katie Gignac is the marketing specialist for Qualtrax Inc.,
which develops and provides document, process, and training
management solutions and compliance software for the food and
beverage, manufacturing, law enforcement, hospital, forensic lab,
testing lab, life science, and energy and utility industries.
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Organizational
Disrupters
Y

ou’ve known him for years; you went to graduate school at the same time, worked on projects
together, and served on the board of a professional association. You have even had dinner at each
other’s homes! Now he seems to object to every idea and
suggestion you come up with—and he does it in public!
Today you found out that he is undercutting your
authority and talking about you behind your back. What
happened, what can you do about it, and how do you get
control of the situation?
One of the most difficult situations managers face surprisingly comes from places where it is least expected.
It’s the people you know who now start to behave in unreliable and counterproductive ways after you have taken
a leadership position. Sometimes this is because you
were promoted to a position you both were competing
for. Sometimes it arises when you come into a new organization and take a position that your “friend” reports
to. One reason this is so insidious is that it is unexpected
and subsequently takes longer to uncover—really to
accept or believe—because this person is normally a
trusted source, a colleague, or a friend.
A short note on hiring from outside: Many organizations are reluctant to promote people from inside, but
there are some hazards to this policy and this article addresses some of them. Take a moment to think about the
messages bringing someone in sends:
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by Ron Pick
•
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Nobody here has potential for additional responsibilities—they are beyond help!
There is no promotional potential in this place!
Better the devil we don’t know than the devils that we do know!
You think I’ve bad-mouthed this place in the past—just wait!
Other organizations are better at developing talent than we are!

On the other hand, bringing someone in from the
outside has positive attributes:
• New blood in the organization
• No preconceived notions or allegiances
• A fresh look at old problems
• Experience from other organizations that may help the new organization

The change
The reason for a change in leaders can have a major
influence on your transition and how you approach this
new stage in your life. Many laboratories have long-tenured managers, and changeovers are rare and have little
precedent. Further, you may not have had the opportunity to observe a wide range of different management
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styles. The planned retirement of a respected, trusted,
and admired leader can be easy and well controlled, and
you can expect months of unflattering comparisons.
“Well, Dr. Jones certainly wouldn’t have done it that way.”
Or a change can be sudden, disruptive, and mysterious,
presenting an especially challenging situation for the new
boss. (For more on the techniques for taking charge, see
CLMR, May/June 1996 and July/August 1996.)

The reality
Regardless of how you got there, you have found
yourself with a deteriorating situation and a tenuous
grasp on control!
First—Assume that the disruptive person will
eventually realize that his or her behavior is counterproductive and will change. But keep a close check on the impact
the person is having, as he or she has already shown himself
or herself to be potentially dangerous.
Second—Assume that the cause is faulty communication
or a “personality conflict,” but don’t assume that for long!
Take extra precautions to clarify your expectations, and
check to ensure that your message is being received correctly.
Third—Test your observations and conclusions. Get input
from other respected sources on the impact the person is
having on the staff. Ensure that your observations are objective and you are not being overly suspicious.
Fourth—Recognize the uniqueness of each work group
you lead, and use the appropriate level of control for each.
A friend of mine recently described three lab groups
he leads—researchers and students at three labs and two
different universities. “Ron, I have found I really have to
treat each of these groups very differently. One group
at UCX needs close direction and constant supervision.
If I don’t spend a lot of time with them and check what
they are doing, there’s no telling where they will end up.
In one way it’s great because it often leads to some really
good ideas, but the flip side of the coin is that there is an
awful lot of wasted time and scarce financial resources.
“Another group is virtually ‘self-managed.’ My role
is to be available as a coach and a resource. They have
energy and direction and ‘self-control.’ But they aren’t
nearly as imaginative as the first group. Then there is the
third group. Sometimes it needs a hands-on approach,
and at other times it needs to be left alone. It took me
several months to see what my management, supervisory,
or mentoring roles should be for each of these groups,
and I almost had to write it down—map it out—to understand what was going on and how to approach each.
Now I’m comfortable wearing three different hats.”

Reduce the risk

Honor the change. When you take on a new position,
do something that will mark the change and include as
many people as possible—a special meeting, a ceremony,
something that gives you the opportunity to show that
things will be different; use these scenarios as an opportunity to describe your goals, values, and ethics.
Provide a clear vision of the future. Include both
productivity and behavioral standards.
Set clear, agreed-upon expectations. Be specific and
make them measurable. Focus on productivity, such as
numbers of publications or completed reports. It is more
difficult to set and measure behavioral standards, so they
may have to be observational: what you see that is impact- or results-based, such as improvements in climate,
communication, and work processes.
Co-opt. Get influential respected members of the
staff on your side. Set special expectations for them and
describe what you need from them and what you have to
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offer, such as visibility, opportunities for advancement,
recognition, etc. Get your antagonist involved in a leadership role, in projects that will move your agenda ahead.
You can also get him or her more focused on professional
accomplishments and recognition.
Train/develop. Provide special options for learning
and management development.
Establish a coaching relationship with specific
areas identified for improvement.
Ostracize. If he or she continues to demonstrate
disruptive behavior, separate him or her from the group.
Take the person off committees, remove him or her
from the review processes, give the disruptive team
member menial assignments. This can be a powerful
factor for bringing professionals in line, into compliance. (Hint: Remember that getting the person back “on
board” will take some special attention.)
Involve HR. At a certain stage, after you have done
some of the things listed above and they haven’t been
successful, it is necessary to involve your company’s

professional human resources staff. They know the legal
and corporate rules and regulations and are specifically
trained in behavior management techniques. They can
save you a lot of pain and anguish and from the possibility of a lawsuit!
The House effect. The TV show House features a
gifted diagnostician whose skills and value to the hospital
have become so vital that his totally obnoxious behavior
is accepted and/or allowed. (See “Conflict Management
on the TV Show House,” PEJ, Summer 2012.) Don’t permit yourself to get into that situation, regardless of the
notoriety, fame, and reputation that the person creating
problems for you carries with him or her. Put the individual on notice. (This is an area where HR can be very
helpful in coaching you on exactly what to say and write
about the person.)
If you are in a situation where the person is irreplaceable
and knows it, acknowledge the reality, negotiate a working relationship, compromise to find an acceptable middle
ground, and actively manage the situation to avoid spillover.
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Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies.
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Help the person “out.” If there are no signs
of improvement or willingness to change, give a
written notice and make sure you have written
documentation of their disruptive, unprofessional behavior. Help them “out.” Assist the person in
finding another position.

“When you take on a new
position, do something that
will mark the change.”
Fire. If you don’t see the changes that are
required and if a negative climate continues to
pervade the organization, you need to take the
steps necessary to remove him or her. You will
likely discover that the staff will know what is
going on and wonder why you put up with the
person for as long as you did!

Things you can do:
•	Keep an eye out for unreliable peers or “known” subordinates.
• Confront early; check out your perceptions. “Here’s what I’m seeing.” Describe the behavior. Ask, “What’s your explanation?”
• Acknowledge the person as a key and important member of your
staff—but make it clear that he or she is not indispensable!
• State specific expectations and schedule a series of follow-up
reviews. This is a time when clarity and negotiated expectations
are most important.
• Provide a clear opportunity for change, and acknowledge it when
it is observed.
• Without rapid, observable change, start the process of documentation with your company’s human resources department.
• You have to be seen as serious, capable, and empowered to take
action. Wish the individual well in his or her future endeavors!
While this article has been aimed at peers or
people you know, the process is effective with
anyone who attempts to undercut your authority
and position.
Allowing negative disruptive behavior to
continue can destroy good organizations—and
their leaders. In fact, dealing with a disruptive
individual early in your tenure can have a very
positive impact on your reputation and improve
your chances of being successful.

Acknowledgement:
Michael Burns, PhD, the Arnold & Mabel Beckman Professor
and professor of biomedical engineering, surgery, and developmental and cell biology (UC Irvine); adjunct professor of
bioengineering (UC San Diego); and chairman and CEO, Beckman Laser Institute Inc., was extremely helpful in coalescing the
concepts and some of the examples in this article.

For further reading:
Kennedy, M.M. and R.B. Pickett, “Techniques for Taking Charge,
Part 1,” Clinical Laboratory Management Review, May/June 1996.
Kennedy M.M. and R.B. Pickett, “Techniques for Taking Charge,
Part 2,” Clinical Laboratory Management Review, July/August 1996.
Pickett, R.B., “Conflict Management on the TV Show House,”
The Physician Executive Journal of Medical Management, May/June
2012, Vol. 38, pp. 12-15.
Ronald B. Pickett is an organizational effectiveness consultant based in
Escondido, Calif. He can be reached by e-mail at RonP70000@aol.com or
by phone at 760-738-8638.

Independence
Day
By Karel Murray

Dawn is arriving. The crisp aroma of
meadow flowers fills the air and the
crowd inhales deeply to capture the
scent, if only for a moment.
They wait.
Backlit by the rising sun, the anointed
leader surges into view and a mighty
cheer erupts from the crowd, deafening
in the celebration of their chosen leader. Raising a hand, asking for quiet attention, the leader guides the prancing
steed, resplendent in silver and highly
polished leather, up and down the front
lines, looking deeply into the eyes of
those who have chosen to follow.
Eyes flashing, head held high, he speaks.
The voice of authority, possibility,
love, and urgency fills the air and
those who listen feel their eyes fill
with tears, too enraptured to hold
back any emotion. This is the day
when we fight for our freedom.
Independence Day.
At least that is how the movies and
books say leadership looks and feels.
This rousing, intense interaction between leader and follower is natural
and logical. But let’s rerun the scenario again for today’s environment:
Twilight is arriving. All company employees move quickly into the corporate lobby. A day is ending, reaching
a time when each employee knows
anything can happen.

They wait.
Backlit by the fluorescent light, the
president of the company calmly
walks up to the railing and looks
down over the crowd. Choosing a location at the railing where every eye
can see him, the sound of the leader’s
voice carries easily to every woman
and man. This is the day when they
are given their freedom—released
from their jobs due to the recession.
Independence Day.
Both scenarios highlight a leader who
can stand and deliver the best and worst
of news with compassion and strength.
Harsh, necessary decisions are the responsibility of a leader, and delivering
the results of those decisions to members who are following you with trust
and commitment is one of the hardest
things a leader will ever do.
Leadership is placed on our shoulders
in all sorts of ways: by group acclimation, for recognition of a job well done,
or as a logical progression in the scheme
of things. Often we receive the benefit
of ascension to a position of power
through financial rewards, perks, public recognition, and the ability to create
necessary change. That has to sustain us
at night when we have trouble sleeping.
Often, many leaders feel isolated
because they choose to keep power
and information firmly within their
grasp, afraid that any leak of bad data

would cause anxiety in the workforce
and negatively impact productivity.
Isn’t the leader supposed to be strong
enough to stand alone?
Let’s go back to the movie scenario:
this leader exudes confidence in his
followers, an undying faith that they
will understand the issues at hand and
work with him to solve the problem
through group interaction … even if
that means charging down a path to
a destination that could result in destruction. At least they did it together.
The role of the leader isn’t about
isolation. It’s about creating such a
powerful presence within a group that
people choose to follow you—knowing their voices will be heard, considered, and implemented when it makes
sense. The members believe in the direction the leader is taking, have faith
in the outcome, and willingly give up
their independence for a greater good.
The power of leadership is in collaboration. When that happens, anything is
possible, even in the harshest of times.
Karel Murray, author, humorist, and business trainer, speaks nationally and internationally. She is the author of Straight
Talk–Getting Off the Curb, co-author
of Extreme Excellence, and publisher
of a monthly online newsletter, Think Forward®. You can contact her at karel@karel.
com, by phone at 866-817-2986, or access
her website at http://www.karel.com.

Be sure to attend Karel Murray’s Lab Manager Academy webinar “Motivation through Management: Are You Pro-Active or ReActive?” on Wednesday, June 5 (or afterward at www.labmanager.com/motivationthrumanagement, to watch the archived video).
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Big Life
Science
Company

Figure 1: The changing face of life science companies.

Managing R&D data
in a virtual world

Success depends upon technology to ensure that context and provenance
is captured along with data by Paul Denny Gouldson and Simon Beaulah

P

harmaceutical and biotech companies are moving
from centralized organizations to a virtual network
of contract research organizations (CROs), academic partners, internal labs, and government agencies.
Access to real-world patient data, supporting precision or stratified drug discovery, and the general trend
to externalize services all require sophisticated data
management that enables the right mix of access and
security. This article will look at the different research
and development (R&D) processes in life science organizations where data is central to collaboration, and how it
needs to be consistently captured, integrated, managed,
tracked, and analyzed. Technical considerations for supporting this changing environment will also be explored
and, as pharmaceutical companies are already in this
increasingly complex network of data and partners, this
will be done in a pragmatic way.

In the past we were one …
The glory days of pharmaceutical double-digit
growth and megamergers resulted in huge organizations spanning the globe with billion-dollar budgets
dedicated to R&D. The majority of the work was
carried out in-house to theoretically protect critical
IP around lead compounds, driving innovation from
an internal perspective and maintaining oversight
and control via portfolio management. The concept
of a pharmaceutical company’s data going outside its
firewall was taboo to these security- and IP-conscious
28
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organizations. Departments were relatively siloed
and were often following a best-of-breed or internal
development approach to informatics that enabled
them to optimize their departmental efficiency and
results. However, this hampered technology transfer
between groups, which was often based on documents, presentations, or high-level summary data
with limited ability to share the context of data and
higher-level “corporate knowledge.” Data management was primarily designed to support IP compliance and regulatory filing, with results reuse and
collaboration a secondary task handled by adjunct
knowledge management groups. Some external
specialists, biotech partnering, and contract researchers were used, but the drug portfolio was essentially
internally driven and owned.

… now we are many
Well-documented pressures on the life science industry have forced a major rethinking of the pharmaceutical model. The pace of change toward pharmaceutical
outsourcing has been startling in the past few years,
and the business is expected to grow to $65 billion by
2018, fueled by a compound annual growth rate of
nearly 15 percent.1 This has transformed the internal
focus of these organizations to be much more development-, clinical- and marketing-centric and has triggered
significant reduction in discovery and research departments across the board. Many noncore capabilities have
www.labmanager.com
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been outsourced, ranging from individual groups such
as bioanalysis, pharmacokinetics, synthetic chemistry
and pharmacology right up to entire functions such as
“basic research” and preclinical development. The drive
for innovation is increasingly coming from partnerships
and shared risk models for new medically active entities (biologic, chemical, technology). Furthermore, the
internal IT groups of life science organizations have also
been hit by budget constraints and are having to support a very different environment in which data is shared
between external partners as part of this outsourcing and
externalization drive. This creates significant
problems in how to manage and maintain different levels of compliance,
audit, and security to support
varying levels of interaction
with third parties—all partners are not created equal.
The types of collaboration
are also evolving, but some
real-world examples are
given below:

review board procedures. Various large pharmaceutical companies are starting to “embed” themselves into
frontline clinically driven organizations (hospitals,
health institutes, etc.), such as Roche with its Translational Medicine Research Collaboration (TMRC) in
New York3 and Pfizer with its centers for therapeutic
innovation in various US cities.4 Here, the closeness
of the R&D organization with the health care provider organizations is expected to provide much better
“real-world exposure” and therefore the ability to
innovate and develop new medicines faster.
• Pre-competitive—where the sharing of
data is done on a very large scale for
the good of all potential interested
parties. Typical examples are
the sharing of clinical trials
data across broad disease
areas as supported by the
Innovative Medicines
Initiative (IMI).5 These
aggregated studies include
thousands of subjects and
require industrialized
data sharing and access
addressed in projects such
as eTRIKS.

• Fee for Service—where
compound pharmacology
is assessed by an external
lab or academic center
In addition to new ways
and supplied back as
of collaborating, the
simple files, but there is
Figure 2: A “virtual” pharmaceutical company is able to
move toward a more open
no flow of data from the
access data from its multiple academic partners, CROs, and
R&D environment is crecompany to the partner.
contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs) from a single
ating new businesses and
These types of interachosted data management platform, with each supplier having
business models that are
tions have been commona secure area for its project data but no view of the others.
tapping into the opporplace for many years.
This approach is almost identical to the current model but
tunities created by these
• Virtualized R&D—
with external partners, not internal groups.
changes. For example:
where minimal in-house
labs exist and extensive
collaboration is carried out with CROs and partners to • Research Service Brokering—Assay Depot (www.
provide the full spectrum of research, development,
assaydepot.com) is pioneering a service brokerage
clinical, and manufacturing services. There are many
platform for available screening assays, techniques, and
examples where elements of the R&D process are
providers. This model also reflects the potential power
outsourced, but a good example of a more “virtualized
of aggregation of useful data.
organization” is Shire plc.2
• Fully Electronic CROs—Companies such as AIT
are becoming fully electronic and capturing full
• Hospital Collaborations—clinical, observational,
experimental context for bioanalysis, enabling them to
and pharmacovigilance studies conducted via close
provide detailed data to their customers.
hospital collaborations. These collaborations require
• Open Screening—Eli Lilly’s Open Innovation
more advanced systems for near real-time data sharDrug Discovery offering allows anyone to use Lilly’s
ing and to protect patient privacy and follow ethical
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industrialized screening process to test their libraries;
in doing so, they also have the opportunity to partner
with Lilly if an interesting hit is found.
• Patient Data Brokering—The UK NHS’s Clinical
Practice Research Datalink6 offering aggregates highlevel, population-based, anonymized patient data from
across the NHS that is of potential interest and then
sells the data to research and development organizations.
This is not exclusive to the UK and large health care
organizations; advocacy groups such as Patients Like Me
provide more focused access to disease and population
data through their members.
The issues of internal collaboration are highly magnified in the ever-expanding environment of external
collaboration—“Why are we not sharing the data internally as well as we do externally?” is a common question.
As pharmaceutical companies embrace externalization
and make themselves increasingly “networked,” the ability to communicate effectively with suppliers, partners,
and IP producers becomes even more critical. In an
externalized network the timeliness and ease of data integration remain critical, but it also puts an even greater
emphasis on security and how that is managed. It is vital
that each collaborating party sees and interacts with only
the specified information and that the security privileges
match the collaboration agreement.

The future is distributed and data centric
Opinions on how the life science ecosystem will look
in the future are everywhere, but whether it is smaller
pharmaceutical companies with a mainly clinical trial and
marketing bias, a major growth in the impact of CROs, or
a market dominated by biologics-based drugs, the details
of the network topology are really irrelevant. Taking a
holistic view of what is already happening, a more fluid
and dynamic environment is evolving with collaborations
being created, executed, reported, and stopped as a matter
of course. The wider use of hosted and cloud technology
and distributed data is also providing appropriate business-focused and beneficial solutions, and now companies
are finding ways to deal with compliance across geographies while maintaining that all-important data security.
In the past, collaborations were conducted with document- and Excel®-based exchanges that summarized
findings, and this may continue. However, documentbased collaboration typically misses the context of an
experiment that is so crucial to scientific understanding

Figure 3: IDBS E-WorkBook allows multiple secure projects to be managed from the same system and tracks all data, metadata, IP, and decisions.
and translation of that data into knowledge. As a result,
it is vital that scientific partnerships, both today and in
the future, be data centric, context rich, and provenance
aware, enabling all relevant data and information about
the data (the who, what, when, and where) to be captured.
Such an approach is essential to R&D; even a “simple”
measurement such as IC/EC50 is not meaningful until the
experimental conditions or context is specified and the
networks of other data it touches are “explorable.”
Many groups successfully use a LIMS to track samples
from receipt to end of analysis and deliver results to
end-point tests. While this gives a direct view of a study
as would be placed in a final report, some critical information remains in paper format. For example, important data
relating to the validation of instruments and software,
staff training records, QA audits, metrology data, and information surrounding reagents also need to be captured
to provide context. In a virtual environment it is vital for
all this LIMS data and additional context to be captured.

Technology considerations
To effectively support this diversity of collaboration
types, life science companies of all types need to have
ways of sharing and analyzing data that lend themselves
to a dynamic, but still validated, data environment. Some
key considerations include:
• Hosting and Cloud—With the growth in availability of external storage of data, the cost savings and
convenience of cloud technologies are compelling.
For most IP-based organizations, the use of “private
cloud” via hosted servers is a more likely option as
they know where the data is stored, often important
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with regional variation in privacy rules, and have
greater control of cloud provider data access rights.
Software Infrastructure Management—The systems
used must be easy to deploy and update and have the
ability to support tens of thousands of users at one time.
Also important is the ability to manage the addition and
removal of users and privileges easily against a core set
of “business rules” without overloading the IT groups.
Security and Audit—Multiple types and durations
of collaboration must be supported, with individual
CROs and academic collaborators having their own
secure areas to enter data and share project data with
the consortia. Security must be linked to types of data
and the context of data—it must be possible to control
both and have a security model flexible enough to be
changed quickly. It must also be possible to do “who,
what, when, and where” analysis on the system and to
be able to track users’ usage and interaction with the
system at the data object level.
Domain Flexibility—Systems need to be able to support structured and unstructured data capture and collection across many domains and disciplines, including
both large and small molecule, research and development, omics, imaging, and other molecular techniques,
along with patient and market data.
Data Capture and Signing—As with internal systems,
there needs to be capture of the context/metadata as
well as the experimental results to ensure the same
level of auditability and traceability is maintained
when compared with internal systems. Coupled with
that there needs to be support for digital signatures/
identity stamping of data so that regulatory requirements such as 21 CFR Part 11, GLP, and GMP are met.
Data Quality—In a diverging ecosystem, data quality
will be the key to competitive advantage, so full data
context, checking, and validation are essential.
Data Analysis—In complex scientific domains, there
are many tools and technologies for data analysis and
visualization. Systems need to be able to integrate
existing and new algorithms flexibly and allow SAS, R,
and Matlab scripts, for example, to be run from a common environment. Visualization tools such as Spotfire,
QlikView, and Tableau also need to be accessed easily
and data exported.
Dashboards—Oversight of multiple projects and collaborators is essential, so dashboards on project status,
the ability to surface data instead of search for it, and
extended analytics to show trends and risk analysis are
all important as the trend evolves.
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Conclusion
While the life science industry is changing at an
unheard-of pace, there are still many opportunities
for R&D organizations, both large and small, to work
together effectively to develop better treatments. New
business models are here, and technology is now available to support data-driven collaboration. Therefore, despite the obvious hurdles, there is no reason why “virtual
R&D” shouldn’t improve significantly on the internally
focused processes of the past. We are seeing more advanced organizations implementing structured metadata
tagging, controlled at the enterprise level, that delivers
the security control and auditability required for full virtual collaboration. We also see innovative “open” identity
management and “trusted status” sharing between
collaborators and real interest in integrating these into
advanced data management platforms. But for everyone
there remains a fundamental need to ensure the context
and the provenance is captured along with the data. By
capturing this information by default, organizations
reduce the risk of losing the value of the collaborative
data they have invested so much in generating.
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Water and Environmental Testing Labs Require
Automated Data Management Systems to
Meet the Growing Demands of Regulatory
Compliance and Reporting Requirements
By Jeanne Mensingh, Labtopia Solutions,
and Colin Thurston, Thermo Fisher Scientific

THE NELAC (National Environmental Accreditation Conference) standards published in 2003 were revised and made
available in July 2011 as the new TNI Standard 2009, and based on ISO 17025 guidance. Implementation of this updated
TNI (The NELAC Institute) Standard is now becoming a reality as the respective accrediting bodies phase in the new regulations. For water system operators and testing labs, not only does this require adherence with ISO 17025 standards, it also
requires analysis of at least ﬁve new contaminants and lower limits for existing contaminants as designated by the EPA in
their annual review. The resulting increase in sample management and data analysis workload necessitates an investment in
automated workﬂow. By automating operations and integrating instruments, water operators and testing labs can increase
capacity and sample throughput, build in regulatory compliance, while also reducing the costs associated with time spent on
manual activities such as recording data in paper notebooks, or using spreadsheets to create reports. To achieve all these
beneﬁts, a laboratory information management system (LIMS) is a critical tool enabling the lab to meet the ongoing
requirements of TNI standards, and helping prepare for state, regulatory or NELAC audits with all defensible data properly
documented and prepared.
Implementing LIMS to Facilitate Compliance
and Improve Efficiencies

W

hile many water laboratories

currently use a LIMS for some

activities related to managing samples or
lab workﬂow, on the whole much of the
sample and related data management is still
done using manual collection and reporting
processes using either paper lab notebooks or spreadsheets. Manual processes
introduce a certain level of risk: manual
processes are error prone, the data is not
searchable or collaborative in any way, and
any manual process is more time consuming, taking lab managers and systems operators away from more value-added work.
Implementing a LIMS and automating
the lab’s workﬂow can be a challenging
prospect for a water testing lab, but one that

Dashboards provide graphical representations of information to allow lab management and analysts
to visualize critical data in various forms.

is becoming essential. By implementing a

water system operators and testers, those

LIMS designed to address the speciﬁc

LIMS preconﬁgured to meet the needs of

challenges are signiﬁcantly reduced. With a

workﬂow and regulatory requirements

of water testing labs, lab managers can
make faster and more informed decisions
or rapidly share information with
management, in addition to being able to
respond to ongoing regulatory and business

(Left) Data visualization

demands. With a LIMS like Thermo

allows users outside the lab

Scientiﬁc SampleManager, water testing

to monitor ﬁeld collection

labs are able to establish protocols and

sites quickly and easily

documentation methods that meet NELAC

within the LIMS.

compliance requirements and ISO 17025
guidelines. With speciﬁc functionality built
into the LIMS to improve workﬂow and lab
efﬁciency, reports can easily be automated
to ensure full traceability, and the integrity
of the lab’s data is assured. Any regulatory
agency, such as the EPA or a state regulator,
will require reporting of lab results in
a standardized and structured format.

By implementing a LIMS
preconfigured to meet the
needs of water system
operators and testers,
those challenges are
significantly reduced.
SampleManager LIMS can easily store
the sample data and collate it in the format
appropriate for each regulatory recipient.
The LIMS is also designed speciﬁcally
for water system operators, enabling a
more efﬁcient workﬂow by taking this
data directly from the instruments and
comparing it with the regulatory limits for
various contaminants. Once the sample data
is in the LIMS, a predeﬁned set of templates
for reporting can be used, allowing the

(Right) Pre-deﬁned report
templates allow lab managers
to automatically generate
regulatory reports.

lab to automate data output and enable lab

every two years, the LIMS simpliﬁes the

operators to spend signiﬁcantly more of

audit process since it enables the lab to mine

their time testing and processing samples.

all sample related data to give an end-to-

For commercial laboratory organizations

end review of all related information. TNI

or contract labs, packaging and reporting

requires that the audit will involve both a

results and the associated quality control

technical and quality system review, as well

data for their clients is often the deliverable

as the potential to review data over a 5-year

product, so automating the creation and

period—–something which can be both

delivery of this package can also trigger the

challenging and very time consuming in

invoice process.

a paper based environment.

A LIMS designed for water and environ-

SampleManager LIMS gives you the ability

mental labs can signiﬁcantly enhance the

to control the lab’s workﬂow for improved

lab’s preparedness for any audit situation

efﬁciencies and cost savings. For compli-

that requires evidence of controlled sample

ance requirements, SampleManager will

management, proper labeling and identiﬁca-

generate, store and report on valid and

tion, records of all proﬁciency training for

traceable data in support of your lab’s quality

operators, instrument calibration schedules,

processes, giving you the defensible data you

and full audit traceability of all records.

need for ISO 17025 and NELAC regulations.

For NELAC audits, which typically occur

Jeanné A. Mensingh is President and Founder of Labtopia Solutions, which provides tailored quality system advisory services to help
businesses meet regulatory requirements and enhance performance. For more information, please visit www.labtopiainc.com.
Colin Thurston is the Director of Product Strategy for Process Industries, Informatics, Thermo Fisher Scientific.
For more information, please visit www.thermoscientific.com/waterresources or contact marketing.informatics@thermofisher.com.
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Optimizing Lab Services:
Evaluating the Single-Vendor Option

Angelo Filosa, PhD

by Tanuja Koppal, PhD

Angelo Filosa, PhD, Associate Director in
chemistry and head of Analytical Chemistry
and Compound Management at Boehringer
Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd., talks to contributing
editor Tanuja Koppal, PhD, about the pros
and cons of consolidating the servicing of all
his laboratory equipment with one vendor.
He discusses criteria that can be used as lab
managers evaluate various service options
and cautions that consolidation will work
only if there is effective communication and
a true partnership with the vendor.

Q:

Tell us about your work and the
types of instruments you work
with in your laboratory.

A:

I work in early drug discovery doing preclinical work. I am in charge of all the analytical chemistry and compound management at
this site. In my group there are eight people, and
we use a number of ultrahigh-performance liquid
chromatography (UHPLC) and mass spectrometry
(MS) instruments. We have about fifteen UHPLCMS, ten preparative LC-MS, and four supercritical
fluid (SFC)-MS systems. There is also all the other
chemistry support equipment, such as ten flash
chromatography instruments, microwave synthesizers, and all the robotics for automating synthesis and compound storage and management. Our
site also has a biology department that handles
all the screening assays, in vivo work, and bioanalytics. They have a lot of equipment for performing assays and high-content screening. The
bioanalytics group also uses a number of triple
quadrupole MS and Orbitrap MS instruments.
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Q:

mass of instruments that we had, what would be
the turnaround time for fixing the instruments? We
looked at what they would offer in terms of on-site
support. We envisioned that the model would have
The consolidation of lab services was done service engineers on-site to do the fixing.
across the whole site, and all the equip- There were also some specific things we wanted
ment was placed under one vendor. Everything implemented. For instance, we wanted quality
from pipettes and hot plates in chemistry to high- control samples to be run on routine instruments.
end mass spectrometers was included in the service We put all these criteria together, drafted a request
contract. The evaluation of vendors started three for proposal, and submitted it to different vendors.
years ago, and the consolidation took place a cou- Because this was something new to us, we wanted
ple of years ago. It started when our procurement them to provide the exact same service, including
group asked us to look for ways to cut spending preventive maintenance and calibrations, that we
and find efficiencies. We started out by questioning were getting from our current vendors. We wanted
whether we needed a high-end contract for every to compare apples to apples, at least during the
instrument and if there was a priority set for ser- first year to see if it would be beneficial for us
vicing. We then decided to take advantage of the to make the change. After the first year we could
critical mass of all the instruments we had on-site go back and make additional changes based on
to see if we could reduce the cost of servicing by the vendor input. We started with a three-year
offering it all to one vendor. I was the project lead contract because we realized that for a vendor to
of the evaluation process to figure out if service come in, make that investment, and create an infrastructure for the size of this contract, it needed
consolidation would be worthwhile for us.
to be a long-term partnership.
Can you explain in some
How big of a risk was it? How
detail the evaluation criteria
did you make your final decision?
and the process that you used?
When and why did you look
to consolidate the servicing
of all your laboratory equipment
with one vendor?

A:

Q:

A:

We had some criteria that we were looking
at, and we started prioritizing those. (See
accompanying chart that lists these criteria.) First,
of course, was the cost. Would it be different from
what we were currently paying? Second, we wanted
to know about the capabilities of the vendor. Could
they actually do what they claimed they could?
Along the lines of capabilities, were they trained
and able to manage multiple vendors and original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs)? Given the critical

Q:
A:

We evaluated four different vendors.
We did our due diligence by finding
out from their clients how the vendors operated. We had some internal expertise where
consolidation of services was being done but
on a much smaller scale. For the services for a
whole site being consolidated, it was the first
time. We got a good feeling from the proposal
put forth by and the reputation of the vendor
we ultimately ended up choosing. We believed
www.labmanager.com
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Angelo Filosa, PhD, is currently an associate director in chemistry and head of Analytical Chemistry and Compound Management
at Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd., a leading global pharmaceutical company. He also leads operational excellence programs
that achieve cost control while increasing lab efficiency and was responsible for implementing a single-vendor approach for
lab services at Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd. Angelo completed his doctorate in chemistry at Concordia University
and has worked in industry at other large pharmaceutical companies for more than a decade. His research has involved
implementing open-access LC-MS preparative chromatography, UPLC-MS, and SFC-MS, with an emphasis on incorporating
automated informatics platforms to simplify experimental workflows.
it would work because they didn’t promise to fix
everything themselves, and we still had vendor
contracts in place for critical equipment. We
knew it would succeed if it was a true partnership, where we helped them to help us.

Q:
A:

What kind of help did the
vendor expect from you?

The vendor came in with a standard operating protocol, but then they expected us
to provide them with our procedures and ways of
doing things. We were expected to support them
in terms of understanding the layout here. At the
very beginning we had a few town hall meetings
to make sure that the service engineers were
introduced to the scientists. Sometimes people
find it hard to make the change; hence, building
a rapport was important. We believed that for
this to work, the engineers had to be on-site and
function as an extension of our group. That was
one of the stipulations we put into the contract
given the critical mass of instruments we had
and the response time we needed. The service
engineers were given their own offices, and they
linked into our network. All calls went directly to
them, and they coordinated everything for us.
In the first year we had meetings at the end of
every week and quarterly calls with the vendor to
evaluate how the program was going. Slowly we
cut back to meetings every two weeks and then to
once a month as we got used to each other. You
need communication for it to work. There will be
growing pains when you begin because the infrastructure at each site is slightly different and
change is hard. The vendors are changing their
ways, too, so communication is a must.
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Vendor

Evaluation Criteria*
Cost

On-site
Support

QC

Training
Capabilities

Metrics
Tracking

Multi-Vendor
Capabilities

Overall
Impression

Total

Vendor 1

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

27

Vendor 2

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

34

Vendor 3

3

3

4

3

4

3

3

23

Vendor 4

2

3

3

5

3

1

3

20

*Scale of 1-5, with 5 indicating best fit

Q:
A:

administrative burden for us. They also have an inventory on-site for common instruments or parts, so
We did see cost savings and reduced time we are not waiting for delivery. For the things they
in administration of service contracts. cannot fix, we don’t experience any loss in time, and
Sometimes hidden costs are hard to quantify, but yet we gain from all the front-line services and inibeing an analytical chemistry group we had actu- tial troubleshooting the on-site engineers provide.
ally quantified the time our chemists spent on trou- We have been really satisfied with this model.
bleshooting instruments, even with a service conDoes this consolidation model
tract in place. Sometimes as much as 25 percent of
work well only for labs that have
their time was spent on non-lab activities. Once the a certain critical mass of instruments?
consolidation took place, the service engineers took
If you have a lab with few instruments
care of everything. We were then able to reduce
but the vendor you choose has a good
the non-value-added time and increase our time
spent in performing experiments. One of the com- presence in your geographical area, you could
mon non-value-added activities was escorting the still take advantage of it. If the on-site engivendors in and out of the buildings and being with neers cannot fix the equipment, they have a
them while the instrument was being serviced. This good internal network within our geographical
region that they can reach out to. They can bring
was now taken care of by the on-site engineers.
in additional people to help alleviate the presThe downtime of the instrument also decreased sig- sure and get the work done. So even smaller
nificantly. Typically, 80 to 90 percent of problems labs that do not have on-site engineers can
can be taken care of in a few hours, but usually benefit from the vendor expertise in the region.
with instrument vendor contracts the service engi- Ultimately it all depends on your infrastructure
neers take time to get here. With the consolidated and needs. I saw this model as an asset manmodel the engineers on-site are able to tell us what agement solution where the burden of dealing
they can fix themselves and what they can’t. For the with multiple vendors was eliminated.
equipment they cannot fix, they manage all the contracts with the OEM, and that really cuts down the
Where did you see the biggest
impact after this consolidation?

Q:

A:
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Spine
Tingling

Preventing Back Injury Requires Instruction,
Training, Assessment, & Ongoing Evaluation
by Vince McLeod

T

here are some things that make your spine tingle
that are exciting and good for you, but more often
than not, if you experience a tingling in your back
it is a sign of something bad. We are talking about back
pain, herniated discs or worse. Back injuries are probably
not something you immediately associate with laboratory research. However, there are plenty of ways to injure
your back if you work in a laboratory, and back injuries
are among the most common reasons for lost work time.1
Working in research facilities often involves heavy lifting and possible overexertion and, for production labs,
a real potential for repetitive strain and overuse. Lifting
and loading chemical containers, sample containers, and
sample trays, or moving equipment such as gas cylinders, vacuum pumps, and waste containers, are just a few
operations that present a risk for injury. That is why back
injuries are still one of the most common hazards faced
each day by this sector of workers.
Did you know that during the period between 2003
and 2008, back injuries involving days away from work
averaged more than 250,000 cases per year?1 The majority
of these cases were due to overexertion and, specifically,
overexertion during lifting. The median for days away
from work was six, which is a significant amount of lost
time. In fact, back injuries are the second leading reason,
behind the common cold, for absenteeism in the general
workforce. And it is estimated that about 80 percent of
adults will experience a back injury during their lifetime.2
At least one source estimated the cost in 2003 for each
low-back injury to be $22,800. Given these statistics
and the potential for serious injury and lost work time,
it is appropriate to provide pointers on proper lifting
techniques that will help avoid these costly injuries.
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Safe lifting techniques
Using proper lifting and handling methods will protect
against injury. Applying good ergonomics and proper
physics makes lifting work easier as well. Take a few
moments to think about what you are going to lift and
the effort that will be required. Repetition in and of
itself is not the problem; it is repetition combined with
poor posture, bad ergonomics, and improper force that
produces stress and eventually leads to pain and injury.
Following the basic steps of safe lifting techniques every
time as presented below will help develop proper habits.
So, let’s get started.
• First, and most important, take time to evaluate the
load. If it appears too heavy or large or presents
difficulty in grasping or holding, get help and do not
attempt to lift it alone.
• Plan the path or route you will use to carry the load
and inspect the entire length to ensure there is
enough space and good footing. Make sure there are
no housekeeping “issues” or obstacles that could
trip you up.
• Prepare to lift the load by taking a good stance and
making sure you are balanced. Ideally, place one foot
next to the load and one slightly behind and about a
shoulder width apart.
• Bend your knees to reach down to the load so you
can use your legs to do the lifting and not your back.
Do not stoop over, bending your back. Keep your
back straight but not necessarily vertical. Tucking
your chin toward your chest will help maintain a
straight back.
• Ensure you have a firm and adequate grip on the
load. Use your palms and fingers as the palms provide
a more secure hold. Tuck your chin again to help
straighten the back when preparing to make the lift.
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Encourage
Caring About
One’s Health
and
Safety
By James. A. Kaufman
Employees, faculty, staff, and students need to be encouraged
to develop a genuine concern about their own health and
safety. It’s too easy to care less and become careless.
One of the most important ways to do this is through
education into the nature and seriousness of particular hazards
and their potential consequences. I read of a hypothetical case
where someone placed a rattlesnake in someone’s mailbox.
If asked if it were dangerous to reach into his mailbox, the
owner would say, “of course not.” Others who knew of the
snake’s presence might think differently.
A good way to make your point is through the use of
examples where others have in fact been seriously injured or
killed doing exactly the same activity. This is why it’s so very
important for us to share our knowledge of these experiences.
Another good way to encourage others to care about their
health and safety is to enforce the rules. If EH&S is going to
be truly important in your organization, the rules need to be
enforced. Otherwise, they are just lip service.
As a final example of a way to get others to care … lead by
example. People pay a hundred times more attention to what
you do than to what you say. Set the gold standard. Be the
poster child for best safety practices.
As a supervisor, when you show a genuine concern for the
health and safety of those that you supervise or teach, it
encourages the development of their own concern.
Source: Kaufman, James A., Laboratory Safety Guidelines Expanded Edition, The Laboratory Safety Institute,
www.labsafetyinstitute.org

• Lift the load using your legs, pushing out of the
squat, and use your body weight to help get the
load moving. The leg muscles are the largest and
strongest in the body and should always be used for
lifting heavy loads.
• Once standing, try to keep the load as close to
your body as possible, both when lifting and when
carrying, by keeping the arms and elbows tucked in
as much as the load allows.
• When changing direction while carrying a load,
never twist your body. Use your foot position and
turn your whole body together with the load.
• Watch where you are going and have a spotter when
in tight spaces or carrying an awkward load.
• Bend your knees again, reversing the lifting motion
to safely lower the load. Resist the tendency to
stoop, and make sure to keep your hands and feet
clear when placing the load down.

Do’s and Don’ts for Lifting and Carrying Loads Safely
Do

Don’t

Keep back straight
(not vertical) while lifting.
Tuck the chin to aid this.

Stoop and use back
muscles to do the lifting.

Press and lift with the legs
(the largest and strongest
muscles).

Attempt to lift a load that
is too heavy or awkward.

Get help for heavy or
large, awkward loads.

Twist your torso while
carrying a load.

Use mechanical equipment
whenever possible.

Try team lifting without
good coordination.

Additional tips for team lifting
When loads are heavy or an awkward size or shape, the
lifting is best performed by a team and not a single person.
You are the person responsible for making that determination
and the decision to seek assistance. Team lifting takes practice
and coordination. Ideally, workers for team lifting should be
about the same size and strength so balance is maintained
during the lifting and carrying. Agree ahead of time which
individual will lead and control the lifting to ensure all
movements are properly coordinated. The load must be lifted
and lowered at the same time by all team members or one
may become injured. When carrying the load, walk out of
step to maintain balance and control of the load.

Preventive measures
Back injuries are a significant occupational hazard for
laboratory workers. However, solving the problem is not
difficult. Experience and research data show that training,
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especially regular and frequent sessions, can definitely have a positive effect on
reducing back injuries. By developing a comprehensive training program for
your facility, you can avoid or minimize potential injuries.
Many online resources provide good recommendations for your injury
prevention program. One good example is Washington State University’s web
page, Back Injury Prevention.3 When developing your facility’s plan, be sure to
include both engineering controls that involve facility design and specialized
equipment and administrative controls that include employee screening, work
protocols, and personnel training.
Engineering controls and facility design are two major components of a
good prevention/control program. Perform a detailed evaluation of lifting
tasks, especially repetitive ones, and try to design out as many manual
operations as budget will allow. Automated equipment is available for many
laboratory operations. Provide and use loaders, forklifts, and hoists where
applicable for heavy-lifting tasks. In addition, handcarts and dollies should be
available for employees to use as appropriate to ease material handling.
Administratively, you must develop and implement policies to address safe
lifting. Training is the most important thing you can do. Education and training
of employees is a large part of preventing injuries. Every worker must clearly
understand the risks and possess knowledge of safe lifting techniques, proper
work practices, and use of material handling equipment.
Another administrative control to use is the pre-placement screening
evaluation of employees for risk factors such as a previous back injury or another
medical condition that is not conducive to heavy manual material handling. The
right person for the job is as important as the right tool for the job.
Finally, no prevention program is complete without routine surveillance of
work practices coupled with regular assessment, evaluation, and updating of
the safety policies and work protocols. You just cannot assume that once you
have developed a policy and training, every employee will follow it forever.
Take the time to occasionally observe your workers and retrain as needed.
Review the policies and procedures at least annually and keep them up to date.
Now you are doing everything you can to keep your workers safe on the job.

References
1. Injuries, Illnesses and Fatalities. Bureau of Labor Statistics, US Department
of Labor. Washington, D.C. 2008. http://www.bls.gov/iif/
2. Back Injury Prevention, Premier Healthcare Alliance, Inc., Charlotte, NC.
2010. http://www.premierinc.com/safety/topics/back_injury/
3. Back Injury Prevention, Environmental Health and Safety, Washington State
University, Pullman, WA. 2013. http://ehs.wsu.edu/ohs/BackInjury.html
Vince McLeod is an industrial hygienist certified by the American Board of
Industrial Hygiene and the senior industrial hygienist in the University of Florida’s
Environmental Health and Safety Division. He has 22 years of occupational health
and safety experience at the University of Florida, and he specializes in conducting
exposure assessments and health-hazard evaluations for the university’s 2,200-plus
research laboratories.
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Expanding Assay Options Take Center Stage
by Mike May, PhD

T

he history of
microplate readers—
now on the market for
more than 30 years—explains
the ongoing increase in applying
this technology. Plate readers
are used in many applications,
including bioassay development,
diagnostics, drug discovery, food
testing, and quality control. The
expanding range of applications
parallels the large number of
detection modes, including
absorbance, AlphaScreen,
fluorescence polarization,
time-resolved fluorescence
(TRF), time-resolved
fluorescence energy transfer
(TR-FRET), luminescence, and
spectrophotometry. In a survey
by Lab Manager, 90 percent of
the respondents used absorbance
detection and roughly threequarters also used AlphaScreen
and fluorescence polarization.
As Gary Barush, global director
of marketing and sales at
BioTek Instruments (Winooski,
VT), says, “Microplate readers
continue to be used extensively
in absorbance mode in lots
of diagnostic testing.” He
also points out an ongoing
migration of the technology
from human to animal and food
testing. He adds, “We’re seeing
a significant movement into
cell-based assays.” In a recent
BioTek survey, 96 percent of
respondents indicated an interest
in using or developing cell-based
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assays. Nonetheless, he adds that
“about half of the market will
still use biochemical assays.”
In addition, Kasia Proctor,
product manager for the
microplate reader line at
Molecular Devices (Sunnyvale,
CA), says, “Over the last couple
of years, there’s been a trend
in adopting new technologies
such as the AlphaScreen assay
capabilities.” She agrees that
more scientists want to run
cell-based assays, and that’s why
her company developed its new
SpectraMax, which includes an
imaging cytometer option that
can be used, for example, in
quality control before running a
cell-based assay.
The movement to cell-based
assays requires changes
in various aspects of the
technology. For one thing,
vendors must make the
appropriate reagents available. In
addition, changes in microplate
readers come in handy. As an
example, Peter Banks, PhD,
scientific director at BioTek,
says, “Bottom readers are very
good for live-cell assays.”

Technical aspects
of detection
Microplate readers can
collect information with
various technologies. “At
first, most microplate readers
used filters for wavelength

selection,” says E.J. Dell,
PhD, international marketing
director at BMG LABTECH
(Ortenberg, Germany). “Then
monochromators became
available in plate readers.”
Now plate readers combine
technologies, using filter sets
with either a spectrometer or a
monochromator.
By using a monochromator or
spectrometer, a researcher can
use most any wavelength for
detection. Filters have higher
sensitivity, but the detection
range is constrained. To get the
best of both worlds, says Dell, “a
flexible monochromator-based
instrument with the sensitivity
of filters is needed.”
Based on our most recent survey,
the primary applications readers
are using their microplate readers
for in their labs include:
Assay development
Authenticity and traceability
Bioassay validation
Biomarker research
Biomolecule concentration
measurement
Cell biology
Compound investigation
Disease studies
DNA quantification
High-throughput drug screening
In vitro fertilization (IVF)
PCR setup and cleanup
Proteomics
Quality control
Stem cell research
Other

18%
1%
10%
7%
13%
12%
4%
6%
7%
3%
1%
2%
4%
7%
3%
2%
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Cool
Quantitative & Qualitative Data for the Total Cell Picture.
The Cytation™3 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader combines conventional multi-mode detection and digital microscopy
in one compact instrument. Hybrid Technology™ allows for increased assay flexibility with high precision, and full
automation shortens cell counting and image analysis times. Isn’t it time you got the whole picture from your cells?
To see all it can do for cell-based applications, visit www.cytation3.com.
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An increasing number of plate readers offer
multimode detection. “Once you make the capital
investment in multimode detection,” says Barush,
“it covers you for more assays.” In such flexible
platforms, though, Banks warns customers to find
“flexibility without compromise.”

Proctor adds, “The key is with the software, because
that’s how you interact with a reader.” The software
can also add new capabilities to a reader. For instance,
Proctor says, “we’ve added functionality to our
software, providing lots of data analysis and graphing
options so you don’t need to export that data.”

Advanced applications

Customer concerns

Many scientists want to use microplate readers in
phenotypic screens. For example, a drug-discovery
experiment could assess the cellular response to a
compound. In this situation, a reader should include
imaging capabilities. “These phenotypic assays can
look at morphological change, so imaging can be
really powerful,” says Banks.

The right microplate reader depends on the user
and the applications. “Most microplate readers can
do many of the assays out there,” says Dell, “but
the technology inside the readers differentiates how
well they can do them.”

The combination of microplate reading and
imaging can speed up screening. Imagine that
some feature of a disease can be tracked with
the fluorescence mode of a microplate reader.
Next, a drug could be applied and the microplate
reader’s fluorescence detection could find wells that
responded to the treatment. Then, imaging can be
used to further analyze only the wells that showed
the fluorescence change.
The move to cell-based assays demands other new
features on plate readers. For example, some readers
include atmospheric control, such as regulating
oxygen and carbon-dioxide levels. Some also provide
temperature control. “Readers can also include
shaking to mix the cells,” says Dell. “In addition, most
instruments read in the center of a well, but cells are
unevenly distributed. So our instruments can read
900 points per well, thereby giving a digital image.”
Advances in the software make up another key trend in
today’s plate reader technology. As Banks says, “One
of our customers beta testing our new Cytation3—
which can be used as a multimode plate reader and for
imaging—uncrated the instrument, got it running, and
started collecting images in about twenty minutes.”

Thomas Maynard, PhD, director of the George
Washington Institute for Neuroscience at the George
Washington University (Washington, DC), studies
the development of the nervous system and how it
is impacted by genetic disorders. He says that one
of his lab’s key uses of plate readers is “to measure
growth factors in the developing embryo. In a recent
paper in Human Molecular Genetics, we measured the
activity of retinoic acid and sonic hedgehog in the
developing brain of embryos carrying a genetic
mutation.” When asked about any improvements that
he’d like to see in microplate readers, he mentions
that the software on some microplate readers “is a bit
challenging when training new people,” but he calls
that his “only minor complaint.”
Customers should be sure to know what options
exist for excitation, such as different lamps or lasers.
Other options might include the capability of
running kinetics assays, which require injectors to
add a compound while quickly taking measurements.
Today’s variety of microplate readers demands
careful shopping to make the best choice.
Mike May is a freelance writer and editor living in Texas.
You may reach him at mike@techtyper.com.

For additional resources on Microplate Readers, including useful articles and a list of
manufacturers, visit www.labmanager.com/microplate-tech
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Any Wavelength.
Any Bandwidth.
Any Assay.

Anything Is Possible.

CLARIOstar® - High Performance Microplate Reader
with Monochromators, Spectrometer, and Filters
Advanced Detection for Fluorescence and Luminescence Assays:
Continuously adjustable wavelengths (320 - 850 nm)
and bandwidths (8 - 100 nm) for excitation and emission
Increased sensitivity over conventional monochromators
Integrated fluorophore library for easy wavelength selection
Use monochromators, filters, or a combination of both
Fluorescence and Luminescence spectral scanning
CLARIOstar Additional Features:
Full spectral absorbance with ultra-fast UV/Vis spectrometer
Laser-based Alpha Technology
Fluorescence Intensity, FRET, Fluorescence Polarization,
TRF/TR-FRET/HTRF®, Luminescence, and BRET
Reagent injectors for kinetic or cell-based assays
Low volume DNA measurements
www.bmglabtech.com

Australia · France · Germany · Japan · United Kingdom · United States
Alpha Technology is a registered trademark of PerkinElmer, Inc. HTRF is a registered trademark of Cisbio International.

The CLARIOstar‘s monochromator has
continuously adjustable wavelengths and
bandwidths for excitation and emission,
giving it filter-like performance
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The Future of Low, Medium-Volume Gas Needs
by Angelo DePalma, PhD

Scarce resource

aboratory gases serve
a variety of purposes,
from inert barriers for
lab operations and instruments
to consumption in analytical
processes. On-demand gas
generators have been around
for decades, but the high cost
of helium—the onetime gas of
choice for gas chromatography
mobile phases—has caused
many laboratories to reconsider
how all their gases are acquired,
stored, and used.

The singular event in the
adoption of laboratory gas
generators has been the helium
shortage. Hydrogen is obviously
not a suitable replacement for
all helium applications—it
is, after all, highly flammable,
whereas helium is inert. But
as Kim Myers, global product
manager at Parker Hannifin
(Fairfield, NJ), explains,
“Hydrogen is a superior GC
carrier gas, providing higher
resolution [and] shorter run
times, at far lower cost.”

L

Mark Finblay, marketing
assistant at Peak Scientific
(Inchinnan, Scotland),
explains that compared with
bulky, heavy, and sometimes
dangerous compressed gas
cylinders, generators provide
numerous advantages. “Gases
are generated on demand, when
they are required, at the point
of use. Generators are safer
than cylinders; they never run
out and are much more secure
and reliable from a supply
perspective.” Unlike cylinders,
gas generators have onboard
alarms for leak detection,
which is particularly useful for
flammable or explosive gases.
Peak specializes in gas
generators for nitrogen,
hydrogen, zero air, zero
nitrogen, and calibration gases
for use in LC, LC-MS, GC,
and GC-MS in the foods,
pharmaceuticals, environmental,
and petrochemical industries.
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Hydrogen is catching on so
strongly, Myers says, that users
and instrument vendors alike are
now writing methods to support
hydrogen as a GC carrier gas.
“This represents a huge shift,”
he adds. “You can’t get hydrogen
in some parts of the U.S.”
As for hydrogen’s danger—think
the Hindenburg dirigible—
quantities used in modern
capillary GC columns are
minuscule. Because it is
manufactured on demand, at
low pressures, the need for
large-scale storage is obviated
and without it, all danger of
tank mishaps. “When leaks do
occur, gas release is tiny,” Myers
tells Lab Manager.
Like most vendors and
distributors of laboratory gas
generators, Myers estimates
rapid payback in replacing
helium with hydrogen—

between nine and 18 months.
“The biggest barrier to adoption
is tradition,” he says. “Labs
are used to staring at gas tanks
delivered to their door. Tanks
seem more tangible than boxes
that use water to generate
hydrogen. Many users believe
the performance and payback
are too good to be true, but that
is changing.”

Replacing ambient air
Known for its quality GC
and HPLC columns and
supplies, Restek (Bellefont,
PA) also distributes Parker
Balston gas generators that
produce nitrogen, hydrogen,
and zero-grade air for various
lab applications. Two units,
the FID-1000 and FID-2500
Gas Stations, produce zero air
from compressed house air, and
99.9995 percent pure hydrogen
from deionized water through
electrolysis. The combination
serves gases required by GC
flame ionization detectors
(FIDs) from a single device.
Years ago ambient air was
deemed sufficient for hydrogen
combustion in an FID. With
today’s highly sensitive
detectors, lab air or house
air simply doesn’t cut it. The
reasons are threefold. “Normal”
air’s moisture content can
suppress combustion and
ionization. Flows are difficult
to control and often insufficient
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Together, we can eliminate helium,
reduce costs, and improve lab safety.
Convert from Helium
to Hydrogen as a
Carrier Gas

The global shortage of helium has caused prices to increase significantly. Many GC
users are considering switching to hydrogen as a carrier gas. Hydrogen provides
many advantages over helium including, higher resolution, shorter run times, longer
column life, and cost savings. Many instrument manufacturers now provide resources to make switching carrier gas easier.

Download Step by Step
How To Guide

Using a Parker Balston hydrogen gas generator will eliminate safety concerns associated with storing and handling pressurized cylinders; instrument downtime due
to gas interruption and calibration; inconsistent gas purity; dependence on outside
vendors; and the concern of running out of gas during analysis.

www.parker.com/H2

www.parker.com/h2
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to ensure thorough combustion. Scott Adams, GC
accessories product marketing manager at Restek,
estimates that modern instrumentation demands a
minimum of 30 ml/min for hydrogen, and ten times
that for air. Most important, given the sensitivity of
current FIDs, the hydrocarbon content in house air
represents a steady source of background noise.

true for hydrogen generators, which have received
significant positive press for their safety and as
replacements for tanked helium as a GC carrier gas.
“Interest in zero-grade air is not as high because
the cylinders are relatively expensive. For nitrogen
generators, interest is not as high in GC as in LCMS, where nitrogen serves as a sheathing gas.”

GC detectors also require a steady stream of a
“makeup” gas, normally nitrogen. This gas, applied
at about 20 ml/min, sweeps components through
the detector to minimize band broadening and
improve sensitivity. Like the two combustion gases,
the carrier gas should be hydrocarbon-free. “The
nitrogen makeup gas ensures that everything is
moving toward the collector,” Adams explains.

The phenomenal growth of LC-MS, between 8
percent and 12 percent per year (see Analytical
Industry Market Report, Strategic Directions
International, 11th edition), virtually ensures that
demand for nitrogen generators will grow.

Conventionally, makeup nitrogen is filtered through
activated charcoal to remove trace hydrocarbons.
Restek recommends employing hydrocarbon and
moisture traps between the gas source and GC, even
when ultrapure gas generators are employed.
Based on our latest survey data, the type(s) of gas
generator(s) our readers are looking to purchase for
their labs include:

34%

21%

26%

6%
2%

6%
5%

Calibration
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Purge
TOC
Zero Air
Other

5%
26%
34%
6%
2%
21%
6%

Future prospects
According to Restek’s Scott Adams, lab managers
constructing new facilities tend to avoid compressed
gas cylinders whenever possible. This is particularly

One tends to think of gas generators as primarily
serving instrumentation. In addition to being used
in chromatography, generators are used in atomic
absorption and organic carbon analysis. They
are also suitable for more traditional inert gas
applications such as dry glove boxes and protection
of chemical reactions from oxygen and moisture.
Companies that sell gas generators make a good
pitch for their products, even with labs that are
already satisfied with cylinder gases. “One generator
can serve a bank of five GCs, and the Gas Station
handles up to three FIDs,” Adams says. “Yes,
hydrogen generators have a high up-front cost, but
we can demonstrate a rapid payback.”
Adams estimates a payback of about one year, give
or take, depending on usage. Cost factors include
the direct cost of gases and cylinder rentals, as well
as virtual elimination of downtime during tank
change-outs and supply disruptions.
Maintenance is low as well. The Parker hydrogen
generators require only that users charge the device
with deionized water and replace an ion exchange
“scrubber” every six months.
Angelo DePalma is a freelance writer living in Newton,
NJ. You can reach him at angelo@adepalma.com.

For additional resources on Laboratory Gas Generators, including useful articles and a list of
manufacturers, visit www.labmanager.com/gas-generators
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by Mike May, PhD

M

any industries measure
viscosity. “The use of
viscometers runs the
gamut,” says Robert McGregor,
general manager of marketing and
sales for high-end lab instruments
at Brookfield Engineering
(Middleboro, MA). “The biggest
user is the quality control
department using single-point
measurement.” Research scientists
also use viscometers to see how a
material reacts to being sheared.

“A viscometer is more or less a
single-purpose instrument,” says
Ross Clark, distinguished research
fellow at CP Kelco (San Diego,
CA). “You measure viscosity
under a defined set of conditions.”
The task at hand determines the
kind of viscometer to use.

Range of change
Different viscometers measure
different magnitudes of
viscosity and different changes
in it. For example, Steven
Trainoff, PhD, chief scientist
at Wyatt Technology (Santa
Barbara, CA), says, “We make a
detector for very small changes
in viscosity, a differential
viscometer that measures the
change in the sample eluting
from a chromatography

column.” He adds, “Our goal is
to measure viscosity differences
as small as 10–6.”
The changes in viscometers
involve more than the samples.
“Traditionally,” says Trainoff,
“polymer chemists used viscometers
to look at the properties of
materials, but there is an increasing
use in the chromatography of
proteins and carbohydrates.”
Still, he adds, “the mainstay is for
measuring polymers.”
As the applications expand, the
technology improves. “From our
point of view,” says Trainoff,
“viscometers have evolved to
be more sensitive and easier
to use.” The technology is also
becoming useful for a wider
range of samples. For instance,
Trainoff says, “we are improving
the range of chemicals that you
can expose the instrument to.
Synthetic polymers are typically
in organic solvents, so there’s no
corrosion, but pharmaceuticals
are often prepared in salty
solutions, which require
corrosion-resistant materials.”

Ideas for advances
Clark believes that almost any
instrument could be improved in
two ways: a better user interface and
increased dynamic range. “We tend
to be stuck in the way we defined

instruments thirty to forty years
ago,” Clark says. “These things need
to get to the point where you’d have
an app on your phone that would
run a viscometer.”
McGregor mentions that other
devices, like a computer, can
control current viscometers.
“Future generations will be
run by a handheld device using
wireless communication,” he says.
For dynamic range, Clark points
out that an electronic, top-loading
balance can cover four orders of
magnitude or more. By comparison,
he says, “most common viscometers
have a dynamic range of about
20 to 1 from highest to lowest.”
He adds, “You get around that by
the size of the spindle you put in
the liquid, but that’s like cutting
up something to weigh it in ten
uniform pieces.” So he believes that
the dynamic range of viscometers
needs improvement.

Viscometers

Changing Environments Demand Most Robustness

In buying a viscometer, Clark
encourages users to consider
robustness. “You might be
better off with a more robust
viscometer, even if you have to
give up some sensitivity,” he says.
For the best results, a user needs
to ask the right questions about
a viscometer at the start.
Mike May is a freelance writer
and editor living in Texas. You may
reach him at mike@techtyper.com.

For additional resources on Viscometers, including useful articles and a list of manufacturers,
visit www.labmanager.com/viscometers
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Sample Prep Rules, Miniaturization in the News
by Angelo DePalma, PhD

E

veryone understands
the maxim “garbage in,
garbage out.” For most
analytical methods, sample
preparation is a given, an
inextricable workflow component.
The more careful the sample
preparation, the greater the
chance that the instrument will
return a result that, if not exactly
the desired one, is at least true.
With respect to sample prep, MS has
become a victim of its own success.
According to Robert Classon, MS
business development manager at
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments
(Columbia, MD), as MS becomes
faster, more sensitive, and more
specific, effects that may not
have been obvious with lesser
spectrometers can show up
unexpectedly, particularly with
dilute samples.
“When analyzing therapeutic
drugs, using the most sensitive
instrument on the market would
require diluting samples, which
increases the risk of losing trace
components to contact surfaces,
experiencing contamination
in the mobile phase, or matrix
interferences. Users could
detune the instrument for lower
sensitivity, but that is like buying
a Lamborghini just for driving to
the corner store.”
Removal of specific matrix and
sample interferences improves
the sensitivity on standard MS
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instrumentation by reducing the
background chemical noise ionsuppressing interferences.
Arguably the greatest
contribution to online MS sample
prep takes the form of restricted
access media (RAM) columns,
which incorporate dual separation
modes such as size exclusion plus
reverse phase. Several marketed
RAM columns will, for example,
remove proteins from biological
fluids while retaining drugs
and drug metabolites. One type
employs large silica particles
bonded to octadecylsilyl groups
with an outer hydroxymethyl
cellulose surface and controlled
pore openings. The pores are
too small for proteins, which
are washed through, but capture
and concentrate smaller organic
molecules.
Benefits of RAM columns
compared with solid-phase
extraction include lower cost, no
sample handling losses, and less
sample exposure to contaminants
and oxygen. “You don’t have to
pre-wet the cartridge, elute with
different solvents, or evaporate
or reconstitute with mobile
phase,” Classon notes. “You just
inject the sample, wash away
impurities, and chromatograph
as you would a normal sample.”
RAM columns also perform
chromatofocusing and shorten
run times considerably, resulting
in better signal to noise and
higher sensitivity.

Another novel, interesting
approach to sample prep in MS is
the combination of ion exchange
with reverse phase, which removes
specific compound classes from
complex samples. For example,
a MASK (methacrylic acid
3-sulfopropyl ester potassium
salt) column made from ethylene
dimethacrolate beads surfacetreated with a sulfopropyl ester
excludes anionic species, including
humic acids, at neutral pH. MASK
columns are ideal for pretreating
water samples for environmental
analysis. Common in soil and water,
humic acids comprise thousands of
different structures that cause poor
sensitivity for many target analytes
and result in short HPLC column
life. “MASK column pretreatment
eliminates these problems while
reducing background noise
considerably,” Classon explains.

The case for
automation
High sample throughput coupled
with sample complexity and the
growing scrutiny around results
provides a cogent argument for
automating MS sample prep.
Today’s liquid handling systems
incorporate almost any rapid
sample cleanup method,
including solid-phase extraction,
liquid-liquid extraction, affinity
purification, and others, observes
Tony Mamone, senior marketing
manager at Tecan Group (San Jose,
CA). Capabilities are not a concern.
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The $64,000 question is therefore not a liquid
handler’s capabilities, but its economic justification.
Throughput is the first consideration. A technician can
prepare one plate per week as fast as any robot when
programming and setup are included in the comparison.
At one plate per day, considering the benefits of a liquid
handler is not out of the question. Once throughput reaches
five or ten plates per day, automation should be automatic.
And not simply for reasons of speed. Automation frees
operators from the boredom of repetitive tasks and babysitting instrumentation. For managers, this translates to
having another set of hands for less routine tasks. More
important, automation provides consistency of results, for
the preparation of both samples and standards. Automation
systems perform record keeping, sample tracking, and bar
coding and maintain the security of samples and results.
Finally, automation brings versatility. Tecan sells to a variety
of industries, but even within companies, automation tasks
can change on a dime. “People may be up to their eyeballs
in one method today but could be working on something
entirely different the following week. Automation provides
a means of adapting to changing workflows.”
Liquid handling sample preparation can also help
laboratories recoup the value of their investments in
hardware and method development. “People invest half a
million dollars in a spectrometer, start using it, and realize
that it works much better when their samples are clean,”
Mamone says. “The way they get a payback on an expensive
MS is by feeding it samples.” Even a relatively expensive
liquid handling system can pay for itself, and the MS, by
supporting higher throughput.

How small can you get?
One of the recurring themes of this column is
miniaturization—“the shrinking instrument.”
At some level, at some stage, all miniaturization
involves performance trade-offs. It’s rare to find
cutting-edge miniaturization that does not.

At Pittcon 2013, Microsaic Systems (Woking, Surrey,
UK) unveiled the world’s first full-featured, fully
integrated mass spectrometer based on MEMS
(microelectromechanical systems). Also known as
micromachines, MEMS were conceived in the late
1980s at Imperial College London and about half a
dozen Swiss and German universities. MEMS have
evolved alongside the capabilities of micro- and
nanofabrication technology (think of how computers
have advanced in the last 20 years). As expected,
nanofabrication terminology has changed somewhat
as miniaturization techniques improved. Today one
speaks of NEMS (nanoscale) and MEMS composing
a continuum of miniaturization.
Microsaic’s chip-based instrument, the Microsaic 4000
MiD, weighs in at 27 lb. and offers what the company
claims is the smallest full-featured, UHPLC-ready MS
on the market. In other words, no compromises.
This level of miniaturization relies on three
MEMS components. Spraychip® is a microspray
atmospheric pressure ion source that is positioned
freely with respect to the vacuum interface, known
as Vac-Chip. This replaceable, easily cleaned
component supplies an ion flux from Spraychip
to Ionchip®, the microengineered quadrupole
filter. According to Microsaic, Ionchip delivers
the performance (resolution, mass range, etc.) of
full-size quadrupoles but is easier to manufacture.
Together these components—the guts of an MS
of any size—were designed for plug-and-play
operation and end-user maintenance.
According to company CEO Colin Jump, “The core
technologies are chip-scale versions of traditional mass
spec components that can be interchanged rapidly
by the user. This modular approach allows users to
maintain the system without the need for expensive
service contracts and time-consuming call-outs.”
Angelo DePalma is a freelance writer living in Newton,
NJ. You can reach him at angelo@adepalma.com.

For additional resources on Mass Spectrometers, including useful articles and a list of
manufacturers, visit www.labmanager.com/ms
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Polarimeters

PRODUCT FOCUS: Polarimeters

Increasing the Accuracy of Optical Rotation
by Mike May, PhD

T

o measure the rotation
of linearly polarized
light going through
an optically active or chiral
molecule, researchers use a
polarimeter. As Alex White,
product specialist at Anton
Paar USA (Ashland, VA), says,
“There is now more demand for
polarimeters in all industries
that use or need to measure
optically active samples, as
polarimeters have the capability
of being very accurate, precise,
robust, and user-friendly.” He
adds, “Anton Paar has seen
significant growth in polarimeter
sales, particularly in the
pharmaceutical, food, and flavor
and fragrance industries. This
demand has in turn led to more
requests from universities to use
our polarimeters for research.”
This technology lets researchers
explore materials in many ways.
For instance, Tom Papandrea,
vice president of quality and
technical affairs at Excellentia
International (Edison, NJ), says,
“We are suppliers to the flavor
and fragrance industry. Optical
rotation is important to us
because it can be a clue as to the
source of a chemical substance
and whether or not it is natural
or synthetic.” He adds, “Many
chemical entities occur in nature
as either enantiomeric form, but

natural substances usually have
one predominant enantiomer,
while synthetics are usually
racemic mixtures. For example,
natural mints that contain
l-menthol, dill and caraway
are predominantly d-carvone,
but spearmint is primarily
l-carvone.” Although he’s largely
happy with existing technology,
he says, “Many of the products
we use in this industry are
extremely expensive, so I guess
it would be nice if accurate
measurement could be made
with less sample.”

Ensuring accuracy
The expanding use of
polarimeters requires increasing
accuracy. White points out:
“Anton Paar has recently added
new features to give the user
the ability to know, almost
absolutely, that a measurement
was performed correctly.”
As an example, Toolmaster,
White says, “ensures that the
correct cell was used for the
selected method, as cell data
is transmitted wirelessly, thus
allowing the user to simply
place the sample cell or quartz
control plate in the instrument
and hit ‘Start.’”
Some units keep getting more
accurate. For example, Richard
C. Spanier, director of sales and

marketing at Rudolph Research
Analytical (Hackettstown,
NJ), says, “Our Autopol VI is
accurate to the fourth decimal
place, but it’s still very, very
easy to use.” This company also
offers temperature control in its
polarimeters with its patented
TempTrol Electronic Heating
and Cooling System.
In some cases, accuracy is not as
important as understanding. As
Noah Radford, senior product
specialist at ATAGO USA
(Bellevue, WA), explains: “For
teaching purposes, we often sell
our semiautomatic polarimeter,
the POLAX-2L. It hits a ‘sweet
spot’ between antiquated
manual units and advanced
high-precision models. The user
must judge the angle based on
the light level before and after
inserting a sample, but it gives
a digital display of the angle
of rotation.” He adds, “Lots
of schools like this because it
forces the student to apply some
knowledge of the concept of
polarimetry without forcing
them to use a fully manual unit.”
As White says, “In the end, it’s
all about improving instrument
accuracy, repeatability, usability,
traceability, and flexibility.”
Mike May is a freelance writer
and editor living in Texas. You may
reach him at mike@techtyper.com.

For additional resources on Polarimeters, including useful articles and a list of manufacturers,
visit www.labwrench.com/polarimeters
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Time to upgrade?

HPLC Systems

Increased Productivity the Biggest Reason to Purchase

T

he need for greater productivity is
the major driver behind a new HPLC
system purchase nowadays and there
are many factors that signal it’s time
to replace your current system.

Rainer Bauder—Thermo Fisher Scientific
solutions manager, marketing, small
molecules on HPLC systems— says there are
three main reasons to buy a new HPLC: new
applications require more modern, speedy,
and sensitive methods; an organization is
standardizing the HPLC systems they use; or
if service, repair, and cost of ownership of a
current HPLC is too high.
That usually happens when the system is
about eight to ten years old.
“At this point you really get into trouble
with getting spare parts or service for these
instruments,” Bauder says. “You might be lucky
to get some after-market parts but, at a point,
the effort exceeds the benefit.”
Michael Frank, HPLC marketing manager for
Agilent Technologies adds waiting until later
to invest in new technology can put users at a
disadvantage if their competitors have the latest
systems and are able to offer lower prices and
shorter turnaround times.

Other things to consider
before buying:

Frank and Bauder say there are no huge
cons to buying a new HPLC system, as long
as buyers are careful about ensuring they
get the right system for their needs. The pros
of buying new, such as increased flexibility,
automation and productivity; better software;

and enhanced performance, outweigh
the costs in most cases, Frank adds.
However, buying new doesn’t always
make sense.
Bauder says users are probably fine with their
current systems if they don’t have the demand
for productivity and are happy with their
current setups.
“If you have a very defined routine analysis
which is still done well by the current system,
there will be very little economic reason
to invest into a new system,” he says.
“Unfortunately, there are not many niches left
where that is the case.”
Frank adds users should keep the lifetime
costs of the instrument in mind when deciding
whether or not it makes business sense to buy
new or stick with their current system.
“In the end it is all about money,” he says. “I
can only recommend [users] make [their] own
amortization calculation for the new system;
does it pay out or not?”

by Rachel Muenz

sensitivity and a 30-fold increase in linear
range by a fraction of the price compared to a
completely new system,” Frank says.
But users should be careful when upgrading
just parts of their current system, especially
if they use parts from different vendors,
which don’t always integrate well. Bauder
says a mismatch between solvent delivery,
autosampler, and the detector can be most
problematic.
“They can easily cause more problems than
you initially had with the old system,” he
says.Frank adds buyers may need to accept
some compromises when replacing parts and
the parts users don’t replace can negatively
impact performance.
“The older parts of the systems might face
increasing downtimes, depending on the age
of course,” he says.

For buyers with a limited budget, there
are a variety of options. They could buy a
modular system and add to it as needs arise
or upgrade parts of their current system.
Both experts say upgrading the detector
is one of the most economical ways of
improving a current system.
“Even an Agilent 1100 Series LC system from
1995 could be upgraded with our latest UVdetector technology, offering ten times higher

Thermo Fisher Scientific’s latest HPLC system,
the UltiMate 3000 UHPLC.

• Be very clear about what you need
• Have open and honest conversations with a number of
vendors and their product specialists
• Think about how you prepare and gather your samples, how you
establish the samples on your system, and how you process your data
• Hardware and software
• If possible, try a system before you buy
• Consult online resources such as vendor websites and user forums
• Research options vendors offer for continued use of
established methods

Agilent Technologies’ 1290 Infinity LC is the
latest HPLC option from the company.
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All articles by Angelo DePalma, PhD

Introduction

Microscopy encompasses a wide range of techniques. There are dozens of ways to dice and slice this marketplace: visible,
ultraviolet, infrared, X-ray, Raman, 2-D, 3-D, electron microscopy, fluorescence, confocal, and probe-based are the most
common. This area of lab instrumentation continues to grow.

Electron Microscopy

Optical, or light, microscopy systems are the most familiar. They range from plastic, school-quality systems providing 10100x magnification to research-grade instruments costing hundreds of thousands of dollars. Learn about the pros and cons
of these types of microscopes and the latest trends.

Probe-Based Techniques

In contrast to radiation-based optical and electron microscopy, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) employs an atomically fine
mechanical probe that scans across a surface and moves along the z-axis under the influence of weak atomic forces on the
sample or the tunneling force of electrons emitted from the tip.

Ultraviolet through Mid-Infrared

UV and visible microscopy “see” electronic transitions inside highly absorbing molecules that contain aromatic rings or highly
conjugated carbon-carbon double bonds and carbonyl groups. Infrared (IR) microscopy, on the other hand, is based not on electronic
transitions but on vibrational transitions between atoms in a molecule, with each bond having its own characteristic IR activity.
The following two articles are available on our website. Please go to
www.labmanager.com/insights-may2013 to learn about advances in super-resolution
microscopy, and for commentary from some microscopy and imaging experts.

Parting Thoughts

Diffraction limit is relatively easily understood as a physical limitation: light with a wavelength longer than an aperture cannot
reliably pass through it. Super-resolution overcomes this limitation either directly (by examining evanescent waves) or by
enhancing the image and reconstructing it in super-resolution format. Find out more about super-resolution here and about
microscope add-ons and accessories in the accompanying sidebar.

A Q&A with Select Mass Spectroscopy Experts

In this month’s edition of INSIGHTS our panel of two experts discusses the types of microscopes and imaging systems they use
and their workflows as well as exciting new developments in this area of instrumentation and how those changes affect their work.
Angelo DePalma is a freelance writer living in Newton, NJ.
You may reach him at angelo@adepalma.com
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Raman Microscope / LabRAM HR Evolution
HORIBA Scientific / www.horiba.com/scientific

State of the Technique:
Melding of Methods

Tablet Image Recording System
for Microscopes / Tab4Lab
Carl Zeiss Microscopy
www.zeiss.com/micro

M

icroscopy encompasses a wide range of techniques.
There are dozens of ways to dice and slice this marketplace: visible, ultraviolet, infrared, X-ray, Raman,
2-D, 3-D, electron microscopy, fluorescence, confocal, and probe-based are the most common, each
having numerous variants. Instrument and method
abbreviations arguably make up the most confusing
“alphabet soup” in all of analytical science.
According to data from Companies & Markets, microscopes and accessories were a $3.2 billion market in 2011. With expected compound annual
growth of five percent, the research firm estimates the 2016 market at $4.1
billion. For microscopes alone the figures are $2.7 billion in 2011 sales and
$3.4 billion in 2016.

“Microscopes and accessories
were a $3.2 billion market in 2011.”

3D Digital Microscope / KH-8700
Hirox-USA / www.hirox-usa.com

Microscopy originally captured the imaginations of scientists for its life
sciences applications. Microscopy was the basis for discovery of cells and
microorganisms and for practically everything known about microphysiology and the biology of tissues.
As industrial R&D picked up during the past 150 years, microscopy has
been adopted by nearly every industry. Today high-tech semiconductor,
materials, and forensics industries are big customers.
Deepak Sharma, PhD, senior marketing manager at Bruker Nano Surfaces
Division (Santa Barbara, CA), explains that 3-D microscopy has become an
enabling technology in the manufacture of current-generation electronics,
including microchips, displays, and MEMS (microelectromechanical systems). “We sell 3-D microscopes to labs analyzing wire bonds for multichip
modules, the architecture of touch screens, and many related applications.”
May 2013
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INSIGHTS ON Microscopy & Imaging

Pushing
the Boundaries

O

Transmission Electron Microscope
HT7700 / Hitachi / www.hitachi-hta.com

Benchtop Scanning Electron Microscope
NeoScope II / JEOL / www.jeolusa.com

Optical Microscopes / OPTIKA Microscopes
www.optikamicroscopes.com
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ptical, or light, microscopy systems are the
most familiar. They range from plastic, schoolquality systems providing 10-100x magnification to research-grade instruments costing
hundreds of thousands of dollars. All optical
microscopes employ glass lenses, visible light
illumination, and, in imaging mode, a digital
camera to capture reflected or transmitted
light. Microscopes operating in the ultraviolet and near- to mid-infrared
regions (contiguous with visible wavelengths) work similarly.
Drawbacks of optical microscopy include short depth of focus and
magnification limited to a few thousand times. Although some clever
engineering can improve magnification in some situations, an optical microscope’s capabilities are generally constrained by the diffraction limit,
which is related to the wavelength of light employed.
Electron microscopy (EM) is a whole different animal. EM uses electrons rather than visible light to illuminate samples. Because electron
wavelengths can be as much as 10,000 times shorter than those of visible
light, the resolving power of EM is significantly higher—up to about 10
million times. Instead of optical lenses, EM uses analogous electrostatic
and electromagnetic lenses.

“TEM has a narrow depth
of field, but its magnification
more than compensates.”
EM comes in at least five varieties, each with subclassifications. The most
common by far are transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
As the original form of EM, TEM is analogous to optical microscopy. It uses an electron beam to convey an entire image, or part of an
image, to a digital camera. TEM images look like ordinary black-andwhite photographs. Like optical methods, TEM has a narrow depth of
field, but its magnification more than compensates.
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Electron Microscopy

And like optical microscopy, TEM acquires images
through conventional digital photography but at
pixel densities and gray-scale bandwidths approaching that of direct record film. TEM image acquisition has been greatly assisted by the plummeting
costs of data storage and image processing.
SEM does not convey intact images. Instead, it addresses the sample with focused, high-voltage electrons
in a raster-scanning pattern. The electrons lose energy

“SEM is often used with
an energy-dispersive
spectrometer (EDS)
or X-ray detector.”
as they interact with the sample, resulting in the emission of lower-energy electrons, visible light, or X-rays.
The first two provide an image; the last, composition information. SEM is often used with an energy-dispersive
spectrometer (EDS) or X-ray detector. When the emitted and reflected radiation is deconvoluted, this combination simultaneously provides a typical contour image
plus a chemical map of the sample’s surface. These
techniques provide exquisite detail for the life sciences,
forensics, and materials—in any industry where high
resolution and chemical distribution data are desirable.
In contrast to TEM, which uses a direct record
camera, SEM uses a scintillator photomultiplier tube
(PMT) or solid-state detectors to acquire its images.
PMTs record not entire images but flashes of light
generated by reflected or transmitted electrons. The
technology resembles but is much more advanced
than how images were produced in cathode-ray tube
television sets. In part due to its image acquisition
technique, SEM provides a deep, detailed depth of
field, even at very high magnifications.
For much of its history, EM employed focused electrons given off by a heated tungsten filament. The
downside was the fundamental limit in focusing electrons, which emerge from the filament at different
energies. Through the technique of field emission,
the filament is heated to a lower temperature, and it
is placed within a strong “field,” generating electrons
within a much narrower energy range that are easier

to focus, especially at lower accelerating voltage.
“The evolution of field emission has brought constant improvement to electron microscopy,” comments Vern Robertson, SEM manager at JEOL (Peabody, MA). Resolution has climbed over the past two
decades, from about 7 nm using a 1kV electron beam
to 0.8 nm. Robertson explains that the improvement
in resolution did not result from any single development but by incremental enhancements to electron
guns, lenses, detectors, X-ray spectrometers, and
other components. Where the fundamental microanalysis limit for 40 years was one micron, analysis
in the 40 to 80 nm size range is now common. It has
been an evolution, not a revolution. “They really
were ‘microscopes’ ten years ago. Or perhaps even
‘picoscopes,’ as today’s TEM resolution limit is 68
picometers—true subatomic imaging.”
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Probe-Based
Techniques
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AFM Semiconductor Characterization Solution
Dimension Icon® SSRM-HR / Bruker / www.bruker.com

Tunneling into
Topography

I

n contrast to radiation-based optical and electron microscopy, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) employs an atomically fine mechanical probe that scans across a surface and moves along the z-axis
under the influence of weak atomic forces on the sample or the
tunneling force of electrons emitted from the tip. The two main
scanning probe techniques are atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Both have many variants,
but all share the common characteristic of creating a 3-D surface
map based on topography, electrical modulus, elasticity modulus, contact,
strain, density, and many others.

“The downside to SPM methods
is they are limited to very small
sample regions and cannot
tolerate deep topography.”

Sample Holders / Tilt Holder & AFM Tip
Holder / Delong America / www.lv-em.com
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The downside to SPM methods is they are limited to very small sample
regions and cannot tolerate deep topography like EM can. The “images”
consist of 3-D mesh representations that appear more like computer-generated mesh maps than photographs. “SPM images are less easily interpretable by laymen than SEM images are, but they contain information that is
extremely valuable,” notes Vern Robertson.
AFM is a high-resolution imaging technique that enables observation
and manipulation of molecular- and atomic-level features. AFM functions by bringing a cantilever tip into contact with the sample surface. An
ionic repulsive force from the surface applied to the tip bends the cantilever
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Probe-Based Techniques

upward. The amount of bending, measured by a laser
spot reflected onto a split photodetector, is used to
calculate a force. By keeping force constant during
scanning, the tip’s vertical movement follows the surface profile and is recorded as the surface topography.
Since its advent in 1986, AFM’s application set
has greatly expanded. AFM enables characterization and analysis of events occurring at the
molecular level, often with minimal sample preparation, thus enabling discoveries in life sciences,
materials, polymers, electrochemistry, biophysics,
biotechnology, and nanotechnology.

“[AFM] resolution is
defined not by the
diffraction limit but
by the shape and
dimensions of the
probing tip.”
“The ability to make in situ observations, to image
events occurring in fluids, and to precisely control
the temperature and environmental conditions under which a sample is imaged enhances the utility of
AFM for leading-edge research,” says Jing-Jiang Yu,
application scientist at Agilent Technologies.
Because AFM does not depend on light, resolution is defined not by the diffraction limit but by
the shape and dimensions of the probing tip—
usually a few nanometers in radius. “That’s why
AFM achieves submolecular resolution, down to
the angstrom level for hard samples, and provides
3-D images,” says Andrea Slade, PhD, life science
applications scientist at Bruker Nano Services
(Santa Barbara, CA).
A misconception regarding fluorescence microscopy is that it achieves molecular resolution. What it
actually does is rely on a reporter molecule to locate
details of interest—single molecules or collections
of molecules. “With AFM you’re actually seeing the
molecule without any sort of labeling,” Slade adds.

AFM works as well in fluids as it does in air, which
is a boon to the life sciences. The highest-resolution
AFM requires attachment, but some movement is
tolerated. The technique works for characterizing
cell dynamics including motion, protein interactions,
the effects of proteins or peptides on bacterial cells,
and many other dynamic microscopy applications
where EM and optical techniques are lacking.
As a mechanical method, AFM measures forces and
force-activated processes such as cell pores opening and closing or higher-order changes in protein
structure. Some groups are investigating AFM for
medical diagnoses based on its ability to measure
nano-elastic modulus differences between healthy
and diseased cells. One Bruker customer has mapped
flexibility versus stiffness across the surface of a
single molecule of the protein bacteriorhodopsin, a
membrane protein responsible for vision.
The major drawback is that AFM, as a rasterscanning technique, is significantly slower than most
other types of microscopy. Fixed-sample analysis
with AFM takes several minutes, which stretches
to an hour or more for live cells. By the time the
AFM device acquires one segment of the image,
other parts may have become irrelevant due to some
change. Bruker has developed a fast-scan AFM
system that allows image acquisition on a time scale
that matches secondary microscopy more closely.
According to Slade, many biologists are still unfamiliar with AFM. “They’ve been limited by optical
microscopy but believed that AFM was too slow.”
Fast-scan AFM can image cell migration, the rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, and membrane events that are near and dear to cell biologists
without the restraint of the diffraction limit. “Now
they’re actually able to see those processes.”
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Ultraviolet
through
Mid-Infrared
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UV-Vis/NIR Microscopic Spectrophotometer
MSV-5300 / JASCO / www.jascoinc.com

Microspectrophotometer
20/30 PV ™ / CRAIC
www.microspectra.com

U

Spectroscopy
to the Scope

V and visible microscopy “see”
electronic transitions inside highly
absorbing molecules that contain
aromatic rings or highly conjugated carbon-carbon double bonds
and carbonyl groups. Ellen V.
Miseo, PhD, scientific marketing
manager at Analytical Answers
(Woburn, MA), explains that, as with their nonmicroscopic counterparts, UV and visible microscopy
confirm chemical characteristics but lack granularity.
“UV and visible spectra are big lumps that work best
when you know what you’re looking for.”
Infrared (IR) microscopy is based not on electronic
transitions but on vibrational transitions between
atoms in a molecule, with each bond having its own
characteristic IR activity. “IR is specific for compounds, which is why you can ask ‘What is it?’”
Raman, another up-and-coming microscopy mode,
interrogates the same transitions as IR. Instead of
absorptions, Raman picks up scattering from the
small percentage of photons that strike the sample
and change frequency due to the absorption of some
of their energy by the sample.
Raman has the same drawback in microscopy as in
benchtop analysis. The technique was discovered in the
1920s but did not come of age until the telecom revolution ushered in miniaturization of inexpensive lasers,
gratings, and detectors. “While IR was growing up,
Raman was ignored,” Miseo says. As a result, commercially available IR spectral libraries routinely contain
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Microscope Enhancement / FLS980 and FLS920
Edinburgh Instruments / www.edinst.com

300,000 entries, while Raman libraries are lucky to have
75,000. Companies with skin in the analytical game are
compiling their own Raman spectral libraries.
Infrared microscopy was invented in the late 1950s
but did not catch on until the 1970s, when the availability of Fourier transform IR (FT-IR) provided
higher throughput and improved signal-to-noise
ratios. IR microscopy analyzes down to about 12
microns and is sensitive for chemical detection down
to concentrations of about 0.01 percent.
Jasco’s Richard Larson, PhD, has published extensively on novel tweaks to microscope-based imaging,
particularly attenuated total reflectance (ATR) FTIR. ATR-FTIR works like conventional FT-IR but
does not require extensive sample preparation. ATR
exploits the complete reflection of the addressing IR
beam through an ATR crystal—a highly IR-permeable material with a high refractive index that causes
beams to reflect off surfaces and into the detector.
ATR crystal materials include zinc selenide, germanium, and silicon. ATR improves FT-IR resolution
down to about 0.4 microns. Automated stages and
mapping software enable acquisition of chemical
“maps” by sampling discrete points at specific wavelengths and reconstructing a spectral image based on
peak location, height, and area.
ATR-FTIR microscopy serves industries interested
in chemical characterization at very small scale, such
as polymer laminates, critical part failures, toxicology, paints, and personal care products, and defect
analysis in finished products.
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ACROSS YOUR LAB

Agilent CrossLab Services helps you work seamlessly across your labs
to improve productivity. We provide a suite of services that helps keep
your analytical instruments and labs running at peak performance,
regardless of instrument manufacturer. From award-winning, multi-vendor
repair, maintenance and compliance to single-source laboratory
solutions, Agilent CrossLab delivers what you and your lab need
to maximize your instrument uptime and availability. The sound of
an efficient lab is a symphony; Agilent CrossLab Services keeps your
analytical instruments in tune.
Learn how you can maximize your lab’s productivity with Agilent
CrossLab Services. To view our portfolio of services and solutions,
including supplies for your non-Agilent instruments, visit:
www.agilent.com/chem/CrossLab

AGILENT-QUALITY SERVICE
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Basic lab

	ICP-MS System

	Rheometer

• Complements the now updated workhorse aurora M90 ICP-MS for routine laboratory analysis
• Sets new standards for sensitivity and matrix robustness, even
exceeding the performance of expensive magnetic sector field ICP-MS
systems in many aspects
• Features 1.5 gigahertz per parts per million (1.5 GHz / ppm) sensitivity for
precise and accurate quantification at single digit ppt levels and below

• Provides an accuracy of 1 nNm
• Offers measuring gap control down to a size of 10 nm
• Combines two powerful synchronous EC (electrically
commutated) motor units in a modular setup: the upper EC
motor in the rheometer is permanent; the lower EC motor can be extracted and integrated at will
• Can be operated in several test modes and covers all rheological applications

Aurora™ Elite

MCR 702 TwinDrive™

Brukerwww.bruker.com

HPLC/UHPLC System

Nexera X2

• Enables analysis at pressures up to 19,000 psi
• Autosamplers provide near-zero carryover, support ultra-fast
analysis with a cycle time of 14 secs and deliver excellent
injection reproducibility down to 0.1 ul injection volumes
• Users can configure the system with a variety of solvent delivery
units and column ovens to meet many laboratory workflows
Shimadzuwww.ssi.shimadzu.com
Product Spotlight

Customized Chromatography
Plug-and-play modules mean system can
change with user’s needs
Bio-Rad’s new medium pressure modular
chromatography system—the NGC™doesn’t bring
much new to the table in terms of hardware, but
provides quite a change in terms of user experience.
As suite of plug-and-play modules, available for
users in early spring 2013, enable researchers to
expand the system’s capabilities based on the user’s
changing throughput or application needs.
“Our platform needs to align with our customers’ needs
today as well as tomorrow,” said Richard Lee, Bio-Rad’s
marketing manager for laboratory chromatography products, life science group, at the
company’s Pittcon 2013 press conference where the system was officially unveiled.
The modules are easy to install, involving no cables, and they make repair and
maintenance easy since, if one part breaks down, a new module can simply be plugged
in. Users can also buy the modules they currently need and add more in the future as
their requirements change, eliminating the cost of buying a whole new system.
Software is another standout of the system. The ChromLab™ software includes
instrument control, method development, real-time monitoring, chromatogram
comparison and peak analysis, and is simple to use. The software’s instrument
controls are designed around a novel, fluidics scheme interface that is customizable.
“It shows exactly where the fluid is going in the system,” Lee said of the fluidics
scheme, which is displayed on the system’s touchscreen. And, for labs that use mobile
devices, there is an NGC app available for the iPad.
The system’s column library makes things easy as well, including the most popular columns
from all major vendors and a drag and drop interface for column selection, Lee added.
For more information, visit www.bio-rad.com
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	Digital Lab Instruments

YSI MultiLab IDS 4010 Series

• Available in one-, two- or three-channel versions along with smart digital sensors for optical
based BOD–5, pH, ORP and conductivity measurements
• One channel instrument offers an easy-to-read monochrome
graphic LCD display while the two and three channel versions
offer color LCD displays
• Designed for laboratory applications with features that support
the lab with improved data integrity and security
Xylemwww.xylemanalytics.com

CHEMICALS, KITS & REAGENTS
Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO)
Reagent Solution
• For use with the company’s MVS® Multichannel Verification System
• Enables users to accurately calibrate and verify DMSO dispenses
• DMSO is widely used for storing and transferring small-molecule
compounds during high-throughput screening campaigns
• The MVS is an easy-to-use, universal system that verifies the
volume-transfer performance of automated liquid handling systems
and multichannel handheld pipettes

Artelwww.artel-usa.com

Direct Selection of Hybridomas Kit
DiSH™

• Generates hybridomas that both secrete antigen-specific antibody and express the antibody
on the cell surface
• Once labeled, these hybridomas can easily be enriched from among a pool of hundreds of thousands
of cells in a matter of hours using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) or magnetic separation
• Shortens the clone selection phase by up to 75% compared to traditional limiting dilution protocols
Enzo Life Sciences

www.enzolifesciences.com
www.labmanager.com

Lab Automation
PCR Setup Workstation

PCR setup STARlet™

• Flexible enough to accommodate any DNA amplification
reagent kit, from simple setups and small budgets to
highly demanding workflows
• Developed for different PCR types such as endpoint-, q-, multiplex or linear PCR
• Offers a deck capacity of 25 plates and a small footprint
• System’s software features an easy to use graphical user interface
Hamilton Roboticswww.hamiltonrobotics.com

LIMS & Software
Laboratory Information
Management System

Accelrys

• Includes workflow editors that enable the creation of precise business workflows through a
simple drag-and-drop process
• Features the ability to begin with one application and quickly and easily add additional
LIMS capabilities without custom coding or programming
• Enables automatically created qualification/validation documents when new applications are added
• Provides easy creation of instrument connections through an instrument library with dragand-drop capabilities
Accelryswww.accelrys.com

life science
RBM Kidney Toxicity Panels
Bio-Plex Pro

• Comprise a set of biomarkers that addresses the need for early detection and characterization of kidney toxicity and injury during drug development
• Offer robust quantification of multiple proteins in human, rat, and canine urine samples
• Optimized for high precision and lot-to-lot reproducibility of sample measurements
• Formatted on magnetic beads for simplified
plate processing and rapid results
Bio-Rad
www.bio-rad.com

Laboratory Aspiration System

Chromatography Data System

Dionex Chromeleon 7.2 CDS
• Bridges the gap between gas, liquid, or ion
chromatography and mass spectrometry
• Suite of automation tools, including Cobra
detection algorithm, SmartPeaks integration
assistant, and linking panes are designed to
reduce review time and data processing
• New consolidated report function easily
generates summaries of very large data sets
to facilitate interpretation of results
Thermo Fisher Scientific

www.thermoscientific.com

VACUSAFE

• Designed to provide simple, reliable and safe aspiration of hazardous waste liquids in
microbiological and biomedical laboratories
• Enables Biosafety level 1, 2 and 3 labs to comply with the
stringent user safety guidelines for handling contaminated
solutions while maximizing productivity and minimizing
noise and operational inconveniences
• Includes an integrated pump with vacuum control

supplies & consumables
Solid Core HPLC Columns

Accucore

• Detect RNA expression in live cells with a single incubation step
• Eliminates the sample prep, RNA amplification and transfection
reagents needed for other RNA detection techniques
• Non-toxic technology allows the same cells to be re-studied in
downstream assays
• Offers the ability to track changes in RNA dynamically, over time

• Accucore line now includes five new phases:
Accucore Polar Premium, Phenyl-X, C30,
Urea-HILIC for HILIC, and 150-Amide-HILIC
• Polar Premium is a rugged amide-embedded
C18 phase offering complementary selectivity
to conventional C18 columns
• Phenyl-X features a proprietary reversed-phase
shape selectivity with high aromatic selectivity
• C30 is designed for high shape selectivity for hydrophobic, long chain, structurally related isomers
• Urea-HILIC for HILIC is designed for selectivity and low ion exchange activity
• 150-Amide-HILIC is designed to separate hydrophilic biomolecules in HILIC mode

EMD Millipore

Thermo Fisher Scientific

INTEGRAwww.integra-biosciences.com

RNA Detection Probes

SmartFlare™

www.emdmillipore.com

www.thermoscientific.com
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Perspective On: A Cell Culture Lab

Stretching
Shrinking
Dollars

Despite Funding Challenges, U. Iowa’s Tissue/Cell
Culture Lab’s Scientific Achievement and Morale
Go Unaffected by Sara Goudarzi

F

rom drug discovery to academic
research, cell culture has become
a staple of biological exploration. Researchers remove cells directly from animals to grow in laboratory
conditions that are similar to the environment inside the body. They can
then manipulate the cells in ways that
are not feasible in vivo—inside a living organism.

studies hearing and deafness and is
focused on the ears of individuals
subjected to loud sounds.
“If we understand what exactly
is happening, maybe we can learn
some way to reverse it and to repair
the damage caused by noise—probably one of the leading causes, if
not the leading cause, of deafness,”
says Green.

“[We] perform experimental manipulation that
mimics the consequences of deafness from the
perspective of the nerve cells.”
Laboratories dedicated to cell
culture are to be found in all areas
of life science research. One such
laboratory is the Tissue/Cell Culture Core at the Iowa Center for
Molecular Auditory Neuroscience
at the University of Iowa. The lab is
codirected by Dr. Steven Green, who
66
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One aspect of better understanding deafness is learning about the
nerve cells inside the ear. Nerve cells
are responsible for carrying auditory
information from the ear to the brain.
“We dissect out nerve cells from the
inner ears or the cochleas of rats and
mice, and we put them into culture,

which allows us to perform experimental manipulation that mimics
the consequences of deafness from
the perspective of the nerve cells,”
Green explains.
“We also have experiments
where we can put into culture not
just individual nerve cells but actually an intact cochlea, with the
nerve cells and the sensory cells
in the exact same type of arrangement that they have in the animal,”
he adds.
With the nerve contact intact,
researchers can mimic the effects
of noise on the nerve cells—noise
perceived by the sensory cells,
which report to the nerve cells.
“We can use these cell culture
systems to understand trauma to
the nerve cells of the inner ear
and what we might be able to do
in the future to protect them from
trauma and to allow the damage to
be repaired,” Green says.

www.labmanager.com

discovery

thrives

More scientists worldwide trust their valuable cultures to Thermo Scientific
CO2 incubators than any other brand. They depend on proven reliability,
exceptional contamination prevention and optimal growing conditions. Delivered
with innovative features like HEPA air filtration that surrounds cells with clean roomlike air quality and a choice of 100% pure copper or polished stainless steel interior
surfaces. Plus a high-temperature decontamination function that eliminates the
need for autoclaving and handling components. The inside story is simple: our CO2
incubators let you culture with complete confidence. Day after day. Year after year.

in a culture of confidence
• learn more at theromscientific.com/co2incubator

Heracell 150i CO2 incubator
Interactive, touch-screen simplicity

© 2012 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All rights reserved.

Steri-Cult CO2 incubator
Outstanding protection,
control and capacity

Forma Water Jacketed
CO2 incubator
Exceptional
temperature stability

ultimate protection
The world leader in sample protection never rests. Based on feedback from customers like you all
over the world, we’re proud to present our newest innovation. Touch-screen control panels offer 24/7
health monitoring and a detailed event log. Our efﬁcient cabinet design ﬁts more samples in a smaller
footprint. Reliable temperature uniformity, recovery and back-up systems assure protection. All for
one reason: your samples are our obsession.

optimum capacity

© 2012 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All rights reserved.

• thermoscientific.com/morethanafreezer

Introducing the new
Thermo Scientific Revco UxF Series
• intuitive touch-screen controls
• maximum storage capacity
• 24/7 health monitor
• event log
• fast recovery rates
• energy efficiency
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Lab structure
Green has been in charge of the
lab since he became a faculty member at the university in 1988. In those
25 years, the lab has grown to take
up 1,350 square feet of space plus a
separate office and conference room.
Everything inside the lab is organized for sterility as well as efficiency.
Therefore, all the cell and tissue culture work is done within one large
room in the laboratory. The room,
which is maintained at positive pressure relative to the rest of the world,
has just one door, meaning air can
flow only out of the room. This helps
the lab maintain sterility.
“Within the tissue culture room, we
have three tissue culture hoods and
sterile cabinets; two of them are set
up for dissections, so each one of those
has a dissecting microscope,” Green
says. “It’s kind of an assembly line: taking larger tissue samples from the animal and then dissecting out the nerve
cells within the sterile environment.”

The lab’s staff, whose number varies each year depending on funding
and research needs, conducts all this
work. Currently, Green has eight
people working at the facility.

Dr. Steven Green
“My lab is a relatively small one
for an academic research lab: I have a
technician who helps manage the lab
and does some of her experiments,”

says Green. “There’s a postdoc fellow
in the lab, three grad students, a couple of undergraduate students working in the lab, and one undergraduate
who is paid hourly and helps prepare
solutions and takes care of sterilizing
and glassware washing and so on.”
All members of the lab are biologists or studying to be biologists. The
postdoctoral fellow, however, has
vast training in biophysics and electrical engineering.
Green meets with each lab member for at least an hour each week to
go over the science of each person’s
research, experiment planning, data
analysis, and results publishing.
“In addition to that, we have at least
one lab meeting a week, where everyone in the lab is together in one room
for a couple of hours. One person
will talk about their research so that
everyone can hear what they’re doing and ask questions and make comments,” Green says. “We also meet to
discuss journal articles—reports that
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The cell/tissue culture room contains stations for animal surgery, sterile dissection, maintenance
of cultures and examination of cultures by conventional phase microscopy. To help reduce microbial
contamination, air entering the room is HEPA-filtered and is maintained at elevated pressure. Dr.
Ning Hu is working at a sterile dissection station.

Working in a sterile dissection station in the
tissue culture room: Dr. Ning Hu preparing an
organotypic cochlear tissue culture.

have appeared in the scientific literature that are relevant to our research.”
For training, purchasing, or lab
safety and maintenance issues, the
staff will contact the technician, who
is equipped to deal with the everyday
issues of the lab.

The lab also utilizes computers
designated for microscopic image
analysis. Because this equipment is
expensive, Green rarely upgrades
and tries to coax as much life as possible out of each instrument.

Equipment
Like many cell culture labs, the
Tissue/Cell Culture Core relies
heavily on microscopes. Fluorescent
microscopes are the most used: the
staff uses these to view the cultures
after they complete experiments.
The staff also relies on dissection
microscopes, cryostats for preparing
specimens, and thermal cyclers for
performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
“We do a lot of analysis of which
genes are on or off, by doing PCR,”
says Green. “The heavy PCR in
the lab is used to determine whether a mouse is carrying a particular
genetic mutation.”

“There’s nothing we do
right now that could
easily be automated at
a reasonable price.”

The lab equipment replaced most
often is the computers, because of
their low price points.
“For a couple of thousand dollars you can get a computer that is
fully capable of doing even fairly
intensive image analysis,” Green says.
“Some other pieces of equipment
in the $2,000 to $5,000 range can be
replaced at least every few years, but
the expensive pieces we just have to
carefully maintain.”
For much of the equipment maintenance and repair, the lab relies on
the electrical and mechanical shop
within the department. For the computers, the university has an IT department that will perform routine
maintenance and repairs.
“For our microscopes, which are
very expensive, either we use a maintenance contract—serviced by somebody coming from outside—or, in
cases of the smaller microscopes we
don’t have on contract, we just have
to pay for repairs as needed,” Green

“Our main microscope is now
probably about 13 years old, and it’s
maintained in very good shape,” he
says. “It would cost us probably about
$90,000 to replace it, a challenging
amount to come up with, so we actually try to get as much use as we can
out of the equipment we have.”

HETTICH CENTRIFUGES
AND INCUBATORS
Find out more by visiting: www.hettweb.com

LAB TECHNOLOGY

www.polyscience.com
1.800.229.7569

PROGRAMABLE
DISPENSING
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at the touch of a finger
Introducing the new

TOUCH SCREEN
GEMINI SERIES

An inverted fluorescence microscope allows long-term observation of living cells and tissues labeled
with fluorescent markers. Images are captured digitally for quantitative analysis on a computer.

• High-resolution user friendly display
• Fully programmable dispensing
• Customize to meet your lab needs

Contact Aries FilterWorks
for your Lab water solution!

856•768•9600
arieslterworks.com

says. “Then there are a few other
large pieces of equipment for which
we have maintenance contracts.”
Unlike large-scale commercial
cell culture labs, Green’s operation
doesn’t utilize any automation or robotics. This is mostly because the research he’s involved in is dependent
on primary cell cultures, the majority of which need to be conducted by
hand. However, he does hope to automate digital image analysis in the
near future.
“We’re looking for an employee to
write software that might be able to
automate some of that. But in terms
of actual physical manipulations,
there’s nothing we do right now that
could easily be automated at a reasonable price,” Green says.

Inventory
The inventory of the lab is the
responsibility of the lab technician.
When a person working in the lab
realizes they’re running low on an
item, he or she will consult a spreadsheet, designed years ago, where all
purchases and budget items are re-

corded. Using the spreadsheet, the
lab member can pull up the purchasing record and immediately get the
company and catalog number, then
ask the technician to put an order in
for them.
“There’s a flaw in that system,”
Green says, “because a lot of times
somebody will notice that something
is low and fail to tell the technician;
that generates angry emails from the
tech to the lab, reminding everyone
that when they see something is getting low they have to report it.”
Expensive items like commercial
antibodies and frozen cells are recorded in a separate spreadsheet. A
person seeking one of those items
can consult the inventory and find
out the location.
“The purpose of that inventory is
to record the location of the freezer for each item to make it easy for
someone to find it. And when a tube
of cells or a tube of antibodies is
used, it can be indicated in the inventory so that we know we need either
to purchase it or to use the next one
down the road,” Green says.

Made in USA
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Challenges
Like many academic labs dependent on federal grants, Green’s biggest challenge is financial.
“[Funding] is getting harder to secure, and
now you don’t get all of the money that you
asked for. We have this “sequestration,” which
requires us to give money back to the federal
government—so we’re going to get less money
than what was actually committed to us.”
The lack of funds prevents Green from upgrading to new equipment or software as much
as he would like—which in turn limits, to an extent, the types of experiments he and the students can perform. It also restricts the number
of researchers he can bring on board.
“Most of the money in a grant goes to salaries,
so I’d say the biggest problem is to try to stretch
shrinking dollars to be able to cover salaries and
supplies and equipment maintenance,” he says.
University salaries tend to be pretty fixed:
Graduate students receive a stipend determined
by the university, and the salaries of postdoctoral fellows are determined within a predetermined narrow range set by the National Institutes of Health. Only technicians can receive
pay increases based on performance.
Financial incentives, therefore, are not the
drivers of most of those who join academic labs.
“Most of us who go into academic science
are doing it because we really love it,” Green
says. “Also, there’s some kind of ego gratification: we’re respected by our peers for having
certain accomplishments, and I think that’s the
ultimate incentive that we can apply to academic science.”
But that’s not to say that Green doesn’t reward his staff for their accomplishments.
When a person in his lab publishes a journal
article or receives grant funding, Green treats
everyone to a lunch or dinner or throws a little
party in the lab.
“It’s just a matter of making sure that everybody’s accomplishments are recognized by his
or her peers,” he says.
Sara Goudarzi is a freelance writer based in
New York City. Her website is www.saragoudarzi.com.
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Main instruments used for
Green’s Tissue/Cell Culture Core:

•
•
•
•
•

Fluorescent microscopes
Dissecting microscopes
Cryostat
Thermal cycler
Computer for digital analysis

Why roll the dice
on a new washer if critical
parts are missing?
FlaskScrubber®
Glassware Washer.
The complete package.
The FlaskScrubber Glassware Washer
comes with all the components you
need — including the spindle rack.
Load up to 36 flasks at once. The
outcome is no gamble — you’re assured
thoroughly clean and dry glassware.
It’s a win-win.
• Up to 6 purified water rinses; purified water pump included
• Forced air drying for spotless drying inside and out
• Optional upper rack and inserts for specialized glassware
• Racks are interchangeable with SteamScrubber® washer models
Learn more at www.labconco.com
or call 800.821.5525
Kansas City, MO | 800.821.5525
www.labconco.com

survey says

‘‘

Are You in the Market for a...

Water Purification
System?

‘‘

Top 4 Questions You Should Ask When Buying a Lab Water Purification System
Many labs or their parent organizations
maintain dedicated plants to transform
municipal water into a product labs can trust
for routine jobs. To take water to the next
level requires a separate, additional process.
Successful water system designs begin with
clear, precise definitions of user needs.
The ASTM Standards Lab Water purity level required
by survey respondents
ASTM Type I
ASTM Type II
ASTM Type III
Other

51%
29%
12%
8%

The ASTM Standards Lab Water purity level required
by survey respondents
Dissolved inorganics (solids and gases)
Particulates
Dissolved organics
Microorganisms
Pyrogens
Other

59%
50%
45%

Top ten features/factors survey respondents look for when buying a water purification system
Low maintenance / easy to clean
Ease of use
Availability of supplies and accessories
Durability of product
Performance of product
Value for price paid
Low operating costs
Warranties
Total cost of ownership
Service and support

97%
95%
94%
94%
94%
89%
88%
85%
82%
80%

37%
11%
7%

Survey respondents are using the following water purification system components
55%

27%

Storage tank
Dispensing points
Water quality monitor
UV sterilizer
Polisher

21%

Distiller

22%

17%

Water softener

14%

Respondents are using the following purification
techniques to remove relevant contaminants
Deionization
Reverse osmosis
Ultrafiltration
Activated carbon filtration
Distillation
Microporous filtration
Ultraviolet oxidation
Other

1. What do you need the water for? What is your application & what type of water is needed? What is the
source of your current water? How much water is required per batch/day? Are there special requirements
for delivery?
2. What is your budget? (This will determine the technology). What is the cost of ownership over five years?
3. Where do you need the system in the lab(s)? Consider: top of counter, under counter or wall mounting the
unit. What is the overall footprint/real estate of the system(s) and components?
4. What kind of warranty and service is provided? Is the system manufactured to quality standards and which
ones? Is this a pharmaceutical application that needs to be validated?

8%

Other

53%
46%
43%
36%

4%

7%
5%
4%
10%

Labs track & record the purity of output from their water purification system in the following ways:
Manual record keeping
Visual check of display
No tracking or recording
Software within the water purification system

40%
28%
24%
7%

Completed Surveys: 204
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For more information on water purification systems, including useful articles and a list of manufacturers,
visit www.labmanager.com/water-purification
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exceptional

lab water systems
H2O. It’s such a simple compound. So why settle for a complicated lab water system?
Thermo Scientific Barnstead water purification systems deliver pure and ultrapure
water – with ease. With flexible systems designed precisely for your applications, and
multiple water types from a single solution. Plus simple, efficient operation without the need
for maintenance plans, and innovations like UV intensity monitoring to ensure accurate TOC
reading. It’s no surprise that the smart choice in cost-effective lab water systems is the
familiar name you already trust.

without the attitude

© 2013 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All rights reserved.

• learn more at thermoscientific.com/purifywithease

survey says

‘‘

Are You in the Market for a...

Titrator?

‘‘

Top 6 Questions You Should Ask When Buying a Titrator

While titration is a basic analytical method,
titrators are specialized instruments that
perform titrations with minimal operator
intervention. They can thus minimize
errors, improve throughput, and facilitate
documentation. There are two major titrator
types: potentiometric acid-based designs and
Karl Fischer titrators.
Respondents are using the following titration
methods in their labs:
Automated titration
Manual titration

57%
43%

Respondents are using the following types of titrators in their labs:
Potentiometric
Karl Fischer Coulometric
Karl Fischer Volumetric
Other

57%
49%
40%

Top ten features/factors survey respondents look for when buying a titrator
Accuracy
Reliability
Low maintenance
Ease of use
Operating cost
Service and support
Price
Warranty
Speed
Data management

100%
95%
95%
88%
83%
80%
76%
73%
68%
62%

8%

Readers’ labs have encountered the following problems that affected titrations:

Survey respondents are currently using the
following titrator components:
Autosampler
Karl Fischer oven
Evaporator
Homogenizer
Other

32%
21%
10%
6%

Misjudging the color of the indicator near the end point
Leaking burette
Using solutions of wrong concentration
Misreading the volume
Not filling burette properly

40%
40%
27%
25%
22%

Using contaminated solutions

21%

Using dirty glass

19%

Survey respondents currently inspect their titrators
with the following frequency:

Using diluted titrant and diluted titrated solution

14%
10%

Before every use
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Every six months
Annually
Don’t know

Titrating at the wrong temperature
Losing solution

8%

Rinsing burette and/or pipette with the wrong solution

6%

Other

3%
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1. How precise is the titrant delivery system? Is the titrant delivery system certified for accuracy?
2. Can additional titrants be used without having to purge burettes?
3. What information is included in the titrator’s display and reports?
4. Is the titrator limited to proprietary electrodes? What is the replacement cost for electrodes?
5. Is the software field upgradeable?
6. What is the service and repair policy?
a. Is on-site support offered?
b. If something goes wrong with the meter, can it be fixed locally?
c. What is the general turnaround time for repair?

16%

38%
16%
7%
10%
8%
15%
5%

For more information on titrators, including useful articles and a list of manufacturers,
visit www.labmanager.com/titrators
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Let’s make things simple.

One Click Titration™
Titration Excellence from METTLER TOLEDO combines unsurpassed application power with simple and efficient operation, and
it’s as easy as One Click. The innovative Homescreen features an intelligent user interface where tasks can be assigned to Hot
Keys, so daily routines are intuitive to the first time user. Adding LabX Software creates a system that allows LIMS export
capability and generation of customized reports, and also facilitates compliance with FDA guidelines.
With the addition of volumetric Karl Fischer and the automation possibilities of the new Liquid Handler, Titration Excellence
offers more innovative features than any other titrator on the market. Find out how METTLER TOLEDO can improve
your efficiency!
www.mt.com/one-click-titration

survey says

‘‘

Are You in the Market for an...

‘‘

Automated Liquid Handler?
Top 7 Questions You Should Ask When Buying an ALH System

Automated liquid handling (ALH) systems
span the range from semi automated
multichannel pipettors to room-sized systems.
The industry is trending toward versatile,
modular ALH systems—seemingly for every
budget. Likewise, instrumentation, software
& methods have followed the trend toward
greater user accessibility.
Survey respondents are currently using the
following types of liquid handlers:
Stand-alone
Individual benchtop workstations
Self-contained multi instrument systems
Other

1. What kind(s) of dispensing technology is used? Peristaltic pump dispensing offers low prime volumes
& back-flushing; microprocessor- controlled syringes have fast output & high precision. Hybrid detection
systems combine both technologies in one & can even add washing functions.
2. Is plate handling automatable? Manual plate handling can slow productivity. Automating the process with a
compatible microplate stacker increases throughput with walk-away operation.
3. Can it accommodate magnetic or plastic bead-based assays? If using bead-based assays, it should be
equipped with appropriate magnets or vacuum filtration for critical wash steps.
4. What is the volume range, and how many different sample vessel types may be used?
5. Ask about the software—is it integrated and user-friendly? Does it allow for pre-programmed and custom protocols?
6. What is the flow rate spectrum? A wide flow rate spectrum allows use with sensitive cell-based assays
to viscous liquids.
7. What assay validation data is available for this specific liquid handler? This provides proof that the
instrument performs as indicated.

Top ten features/factors survey respondents look for when buying an ALH
79%
54%
31%
6%

ALH is used for the following procedures in readers’ labs
Serial dilution
Plate replication
Plate reformatting
PCR setup
High-throughput screening

58%

Cell culture

13%

43%
42%
40%

Maintenance / service / availability of accessories and replacement parts
Accuracy and precision for a wide range of compatible fluids
Safe sample handling — no cross-contamination
Price
Size - Small footprint
Rapid Throughput
Maximum operator safety
Pipetting Flexibility – Pipette with 384, 96, 24, 16, 12 or 8 tips
Ability to expand on instrument as requirements change
Sample tracking — automated recording & sample data documentation with
a choice of bar code reader options

99%
98%
98%
95%
92%
91%
85%
84%
83%
79%

37%

Array printing
Other

6%
44%

Respondents are currently using an ALH equipped with the following:
Disposable tips
Fixed, washable
Sound waves that use acoustic energy to transfer liquids

88%
46%
6%

The following errors have occurred in readers’ labs that, as a result, reduced the accuracy of the
results in automated liquid handling:
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Contamination of samples
Selection of the wrong pipetting technique
Sequential Dispensing Inaccuracies
Selection of the wrong tip type used on the ALH
Dilution upon dispensing

45%

Other

19%

31%
28%
25%
25%

For more information on automated liquid handlers, including useful articles and a list of manufacturers,
visit www.labmanager.com/liquid-handling
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products in action

Properties of nucleic acid dependent
photosensitizer In(III)(pyropheophorbide-a)
chloride with Mithras plate reader
Jenny Blechinger, Andriy Mokhir1 and Bernd Hutter € *

1 Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg € BERTHOLD
*Address all correspondence to: bio@berthold.com

Introduction
Nucleic acid controlled, chemical reactions occur with either formation (ligation) or
cleavage of chemical bonds. These reactions can be applied both for detection of
nucleic acids in vitro and in live cells and for the cell specific generation of drugs.
These drugs can e.g. selectively kill cancer cells, which are genetically different
from normal cells. The addition of the specific nucleic acid increases yields of the
products in these reactions 2- to 7-fold. Gothelf et al. have reported a reaction
generating toxic 1O 2 (drug) from non-toxic 3 O 2 (pro-drug). In particular, they
have prepared a duplex from the (pyropheophorbide-a)~oligodeoxyribonucleotideconjugate (PS~ODN1, Figure 1) and the complementary Q~ODN2 (Q= quencher).
In 2010 we have optimized the system of Gothelf. In particular, we have found
that the substitution of pyropheophorbide-a in the PS~ODN1 conjugate for its
In(III) complex improves the sys¬tem substantially. The In(III)-complex-based PS
is highly active both in vitro and in live cells. Moreover, it exhibits high photo-stability and is able to generate over 6000 eq singlet oxygen. Nucleic acid dependent
reactions that are compatible with live cells are especially interesting, because
they can be applied not only for monitoring endogenous RNAs in situ but also the
RNA-dependent release of cytotoxic drugs. In this note we report on the application
of this catalyst for the detection of nucleic acids in vitro by using a LB 940 Mithras
plate reader coupled to a red diode array light source (λ max= 650 nm).

Figure 1: A: An outline of a concept of nucleic acid dependent photosensitizers
(PS) and the mechanism of their activation; B: a structure of the photosensitizer
(In(III)(pyropheophorbide-a)chloride) used in this work; C: a structure of the dye used
for monitoring formation of singlet oxygen and the mechanism of its bleaching in the
presence of singlet oxygen; D: sequences of probes and the nucleic acid template T

Results
Upon irradiation of the photosensitizer PS~ODN1 with red light (650 nm)
at aerobic conditions singlet oxygen is generated. For detection we added
2,5-(4-carboxyphenyl)-isobenzofurane, which is bleached in the presence of 1O 2
according to the mechanism outlined in Figure 1. The absorbance at 430 nm in
relation to the irradiation time enabled us to calculate initial reaction rates: (dA/
dt)0. To optimize the concentration of the dye we plotted (dA/dt)0 as a function
of the dye concentration (Figure 2B). We observed a saturation effect above
200μM dye concentration. In all further experiments the concentration of the dye
equal to 300 μM was selected. Next, mixtures of PS~ODN1 (200 nM), Q~ODN2
(200 nM), the dye (300 μM) and variable template T concentrations in the phosphate buffer were irradiated with red light and initial reaction rates ((dA/ dt)0)
were determined. We observed a linear relationship ((dA/dt)0) to the template
concentration in the range 0 to 200 nM, which indicates that this amplification
system can be applied for the detection of nucleic acids in vitro.

Figure 2: A: Representative kinetics of bleaching of the 1O2-sensitive dye
(300 μM) in the presence of PS~ODN1 (200 nM) and upon irradiation with
red light (650 nm); B: Optimization of the concentration of the 1O 2-sensitive
dye; the first derivative of dependence of the absorbance at 430 nm from
time, which was determined at the initial reaction time as it is shown in figure
1A ((dA/dt)0), was plotted as a function of concentration of the dye; other
conditions: [PS~ODN1]=[Q~ODN2]= 200 nM; 300 μM was selected for all other
experiments; C: Calibration curve for determination of the concentration of the
template nucleic acid T: conditions are as indicated for B
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A Combined Method for Quantitative and
Qualitative Cell-based Research

Biochemical and cell based assays using a microplate reader provide quantitative data
on ex vivo cell behavior, while viewing cells with a microscope allows researchers to
see cellular and intra-cellular processes via fixed cells or with live cell imaging. Both
methods are equally important to life science research and the drug discovery process.
Together, these methods provide valuable, content rich data that otherwise requires
the expense of multiple instrumentation. The Cytation™3 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode
Reader from BioTek Instruments, Inc., combines both methods in one compact,
affordable instrument. With this unique combination, BioTek brings microplate detection analysis and automated digital microscopy to researchers without the need for
separate, expensive and complex imaging systems. Additionally, cells may be grown
directly in Cytation3 to reduce environmental variation due to manual intervention.
Now, researchers can culture cells and subsequently glean almost simultaneous quantitative and qualitative data. Cytation3’s combination of technologies also helps to
streamline cell biology research for improved lab efficiency and increased throughput.
Cytation3 is modular, so labs can select only the modes that they need, and can
upgrade at any time as their needs evolve. Microplates from 6 to 384 wells, and microscope slides may be used, for a variety of throughput needs. Optional dual reagent
dispensers may be used for inject-and-read assays, and the optional BioStack3™
Microplate Stacker has a plate transfer time of about 8 seconds per microplate, for
increased throughput and walkaway automation of up to 50 microplates.

BioTek Instruments, Inc.
Highland Park, PO Box 998
Winooski, VT 05404
www.biotek.com

CELL MICROSCOPY
Cytation3 automates cell microscopy throughput compared to manual fluorescence microscopy, and also allows simple assay validation before moving to high-content screening. An inverted fluorescence microscope with brightfield capability and autofocus is
integrated in Cytation3 or available as an upgradeable option. Fluorescence microscopy
and color switching are available through red (Texas red), green (GFP) and blue (DAPI)
LED filter cubes, and brightfield images are taken with a simple white light. Additionally,
2.5x and 4x objectives allow researchers to view and read entire microplate wells,
while 10x and 20x objectives allow viewing and reading of intracellular details.

CELL PROPAGATION
Cytation3 offers uniform temperature control up to 45°C across the culture chamber,
and variable orbital shaking to keep cells in suspension, even during long experiments.
An optional gas control module regulates CO2 and O2 concentrations for optimal
physiological conditions and pH buffering. Adding these environmental variables directly
to the reading and imaging chamber reduces cell culture exposure to unregulated lab
atmospheres and fluctuating temperatures that may adversely impact results.
The combination of multi-detection reading and microscopy, along with integrated
cell incubation, allows for endpoint, time-lapse and montage information to simplify
research and assay development, and increase throughput in cell biology research.

CELL-BASED ASSAYS
Patented Hybrid Technology™, incorporated in Cytation3 or available as an upgradeable option, combines filter- and monochromator-based fluorescence optics
in one compact unit for power and flexibility in assay choice. The filter optics use
direct, fiber-free light paths to maximize light delivery to the sample and detector,
and dedicated filter optics are optimized for live cell assays. Monochromator
optics use quadruple diffraction gratings to concentrate and purify the selected
wavelength, thus optimizing spectral discrimination. User-selectable monochromator optics also allow for wavelength scanning and kinetic measurements. Multiple
parallel detectors decrease measuring time, and both optical systems may be
read from the top or bottom of a microplate for increased assay versatility.
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COMPACT is an accurate mass Qq-TOF LC-MSMS mass spectrometer system
providing new class-defining sensitivity and enhanced dynamic range with
Instant Expertise™ features, ensuring even non-expert users can count on
immediate research-calibre data for every new challenge of qualitative
and quantitative analysis in Applied, Industrial and Research markets

www.bruker.com

PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania – March 18, 2013 – At Pittcon 2013, Bruker today announced
a new level of accessibility for its industry leading high resolution, accurate mass technology.
The novel COMPACT LC-QqTOF mass spectrometer achieves sensitivity levels normally associated with the best triple-quadrupole instruments while delivering research grade, high-resolution
full scan data even at the highest UHPLC speeds.
COMPACT leverages the latest ion guide and high-transmission MSMS cell from the technology
leader IMPACT LC-QqTOF introduced at ASMS 2011, in a very compact, economic bench-top
format making this capability instantly available for all routine analytical tasks. Thanks to the
cutting-edge 10 bit ADC detection technology the COMPACT system gains a 3-4 times higher
dynamic range during real LC timescales. The innovation delivers productivity gains by greatly
increased robustness to sample variation allowing reduced sample pretreatment especially
desirable in high throughput quantitative applications. The new technology also provides
impressive 50 GBit/sec sampling speed enabling Bruker to make the unique assurance to its
customers of full specification resolution at full sensitivity even at the fastest UHPLC speeds.
The COMPACT debuts with the latest version of Bruker’s Compass Software 1.6 featuring
highly sophisticated new autoMSMS acquisitions which intelligently react in real time to optimize acquisition parameters to the incident sample. The modes dramatically simplify method
development and provide immediate expert-calibre analytical results in the hands of routine
users. The software will also be available as an upgrade for all IMPACT customers.
Ian Sanders, President of Bruker’s Life Science Mass Spectrometry commented: “With
sensitivity to rival the best triple-quadrupoles and self-optimized delivery of research-grade high
resolution data, the COMPACT eliminates the need to make performance choices and becomes
the natural first tool to reach for in making any fresh analytical task immediately productive”.
The features ensure COMPACT delivers the fastest time-to-success for customers across a broad
applications portfolio ranging from small molecule identification and characterization; food,
forensic and environmental screening, metabolomics, proteomics to antibody analysis. Demonstration and training centers in Germany and the US are already equipped with COMPACT
instruments and shipments to customers have begun.
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Eppendorf New Brunswick High Efficiency (HEF) Freezer
new HEF Freezers are among the most energy efficient ULT freezers on the market. HEF freezers minimize
operating cost while providing superior protection for critical samples. HEF models are able to provide up to
59% energy savings compared to other model freezers due to its unique design features.
HEF’s have vacuum insulated panels combined with traditional polyurethane foam to form a 5 inch
thick layer of insulation for exceptional energy efficiency. A high efficiency, low noise condenser fan
and compressor system have also been implemented to maximize energy efficiency.

Eppendorf
102 Motor Parkway
Hauppauge NY 11788
800-645-3050
www.eppendorfna.com

For over 50 years, Eppendorf lab products have set new standards providing you with
innovative and reliable solutions for your lab. For more than 30 years, our Eppendorf
New Brunswick Ultra Low Temperature (ULT) Freezers have offered exceptional quality
that goes beyond capacity to provide you with optimal performance, outstanding
energy efficiency, and superior temperature management. ULT freezers are found to
be the home of every scientist’s most precious samples. They are also the most energy
consuming products found in the lab. Today researchers need an energy efficient ULT
freezer that does not compromise reliability or performance. Eppendorf has implemented superior engineering and high quality materials into the manufacturing of the
Eppendorf New Brunswick ULT freezer. This reduces the amount of energy needed to
optimally run a freezer anywhere from a year to a decade. This results in a tangible
return on investment, saving hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The Eppendorf New Brunswick Freezer portfolio includes 3 different models, allowing a
freezer to be perfectly suited to your needs while providing the safest preservation for
your most precious samples. Premium, HEF and Innova models are available in both
chest and upright configurations ranging from 3.6 ft3 to 26.9ft3 and are equipped with
many energy saving features. Each freezer is designed with high quality compressors and
frost resistant outer door gaskets to decrease energy consumption by efficiently maintaining uniform temperatures within the chamber. This allows each freezer to operate at
low heat-output and low noise levels to benefit your work environment. Each model has
insulated inner doors to minimize cold air loss. Additionally, Innova inner doors are also
gasketed to keep cold air securely in the chamber and decrease energy consumption.
HEF and Innova models use vacuum insulated panels with Vacupor NT™ technology to
provide the best thermal insulation available compared to any single insulation technique.
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In addition to being energy efficient, Eppendorf New Brunswick freezers are designed
to achieve user convenience, and intuitive operation offering secure long and short term
sample preservation. Each model is designed to fit through a standard doorway with
heavy duty castors to easily fit into any laboratory setting. Intuitive control panel can be
easily set to efficiently maintain temperatures from -50 to -86. With flat, frost resistant
gaskets ice build-up and cold air loss is kept to an all-time minimum. Unique heated
vacuum release valve is conveniently located and provides ergonomic re-entry into your
Eppendorf freezer. Audible and visual alarms can also be set to provide you with the best
sample security. Each freezer is extensively tested prior to delivery, including tests on
pull-down times and performance to ensure the utmost quality. With a wide variety of
freezer racks and accessories such as back-up systems and an independent temperature
monitor your samples will always be safe and organized.
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Hamilton’s Microlab 300 Redefines Hand-Held Pipetting
Hamilton puts the accuracy and precision of its automated liquid handling
systems in the hands of laboratory technicians
Reno, Nevada (December 4, 2012) -- Hamilton Company’s
Laboratory and Sensor Products Division introduces the Microlab®
300 Series Pipettor, the industry’s first guided pipetting system.
The product is designed to bring the assurance of an automated
liquid handling system into the hands of the laboratory technician
at a low cost and without complex programming. This lightweight,
hand-held device enables laboratories to achieve unsurpassed
quality assurance through reproducible and traceable methods, and
to reduce sample preparation time by eliminating inefficient steps.

Phone: 1-888-525-2123
www.HamiltonCompany.com

“The innovative design of the Microlab 300 Pipettor replaces three to four manual or electronic
pipettes with one device. Users can dispense between 0.5–1000 µL without needing to exchange
pipettes,” says Jason March, Marketing Director of the Laboratory and Sensor Products Division.
“The Microlab 300 achieves this range with just one probe and two tip sizes, instead of the three
pipette sizes and three tip sizes typically required.”
The Microlab 300 meets GLP/GMP, RoHS, 21 CFR Part 11, and ISO-8655 regulations. The system
also exceeds accuracy benchmarks set by the industry by allowing users to fine-tune pipetting
parameters for each liquid.
“One of the core benefits of the Microlab 300 is its ability to improve pipetting accuracy through
standard and customizable Liquid Classes,” says Devon Bateman, Product Manager for Hamilton
Company. “Technicians can establish pipetting speeds and delays for any fluid, giving them the
power to successfully pipette the most challenging liquids.”
The Microlab 300 is also unique because of its user-friendly software. The system goes beyond
pre-programmed pipetting operations for common techniques, like reverse pipetting and aliquoting,
and allows technicians to easily create, save, and execute pipetting applications from start to
finish. Users also benefit from a range of software advancements:
• Linked Methods serve as electronic standard operating procedures and eliminate process errors
by guiding the technician through the pipetting steps in a graphical and auditable manner.
• Volumes are automatically set by the system, eliminating manual adjustment errors.
• Log files of all pipetting activities are generated and stored for traceability.
• User accounts and password protection provide system security and accountability.
The Microlab 300 is currently available in North and South America, Australia and the Pacific Rim.
www.hamiltoncompany.com/microlab300.
Hamilton Company is a global leader in the design and manufacture of liquid handling, process
measurement, robotics and storage solutions, serving customers in academic and private research
laboratories, pharmaceutical and clinical diagnostic companies and government institutions.
Hamilton maintains headquarters in Reno, Nevada; Hopkinton, Massachusetts; and Bonaduz,
Switzerland, along with subsidiary offices throughout the world. For over 50 years, the
company has maintained its commitment to building precision and quality into every product.
Hamilton is a privately held company with ISO 9001 certification. For more information,
visit www.hamiltoncompany.com.
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INTEGRA Handheld Multichannel Electronic Pipettes
INTEGRA’s VIAFLO 96 and VIAFLO 384 Handheld Electronic Pipettes offer an
efficient way to increase sample throughput without the cost and complexity of a
robot. They are handheld benchtop pipettes, capable of 96- and 384-well pipetting
with a choice of various pipetting heads.

VIAFLO 96 offers an affordable solution
to increase productivity when working with
microplates. It closes the gap between traditional
manual pipettes and robotic systems, allowing for
accurate and reproducible 96-channel pipetting.

INTEGRA Biosciences Corp.
2 Wentworth Drive
Hudson, NH 03051, USA
Phone: 603 578 5800
Website: www.integra-biosciences.com

VIAFLO 384 is a more advanced system, which
can work with both 96- and 384-channel pipetting
heads to maximize productivity. It features the
same footprint and intuitive user concept as
VIAFLO 96.

The unique user concept resembles traditional manual pipetting. VIAFLO 96/384 is hand-guided but movements are
assisted by motors. This enables an effortless and precise workflow. Pushing in one direction steers the pipetting head
that way, making VIAFLO 96/384 incredibly intuitive to operate. Everyone in the laboratory is able to use the instrument
without special training.
• VIAFLO 96/384 is used like a handheld pipette and has an intuitive user interface, freeing staff from training time.
• Benchtop sized, it requires little space and fits into laminar flow hoods.
• Interchangeable pipetting heads: Pipetting heads can quickly be changed to adapt VIAFLO 96/384 to application’s
volume range, guaranteeing best pipetting performance at all times.
• Up to 10 predefined pipetting modes are available to minimize set up time. Alternatively, personalized custom programs
can be created to suit diverse application needs.
• GripTips together with the new tip fitting interface form an integral system, effectively preventing tips from falling off
and guaranteeing a perfect sealing to achieve best pipeting results.
Download product brochure www.integra-biosciences.com/sites/pdf/flyer/125954_V00_Flyer_VIAFLO_96_384_EN.pdf
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High Containment at a Low Cost
by Bob Applequist, Product Manager, Labconco Corporation

Jenny Sprung, Product Manager
Labconco Corporation
email: jennys@labconco.com
ph: 816-822-3723
web: www.labconco.com

Today, many laboratories need a small enclosure to establish a clean room environment for high hazard containment. Contamination from environmental exposure can change reaction results and physical
properties. Applications involving costly ultra-pure chemicals or nanoparticulates are examples. In addition, many of these chemicals and new compounds have unknown toxicology. Researchers must take
appropriate measures to protect their results, as well as themselves and the laboratory environment.
However, few labs have the resources to dedicate an entire room for these ultra-clean applications.
The Precise® HEPA-Filtered Glove Box addresses this need by providing ISO Class 3 clean room
conditions in an affordable, versatile, and efficient containment device. Its shell of rotationally molded
medium density polyethylene is chemical resistant, strong, and lightweight.
Particulate performance tests confirm the HEPA-Filtered Glove Box’s ability to quickly create and
maintain clean room conditions during positive and negative pressure operations. Initial airborne
particulate levels within the main chamber exceed 100), and achieve ISO Class 3 conditions (= Class
1) at all operational airflow speeds, in both positive and negative pressure operational conditions. This
performance equates to 1 particle at 0.5 micron per minute per cubic foot of air volume.
The operator controls the main chamber dilution rates using a quiet, adjustable speed built-in blower.
The main chamber is 13 cubic feet, resulting in total air volume changes between 1–7.69 per minute.
The blower pulls room air into the main chamber through an inlet HEPA filter, producing a negative
pressure ultra clean environment. Particulates generated within the main chamber are then trapped
on the exhaust HEPA filter. For high hazard applications, the glove box exhaust vents to a negative
pressure exhaust system.
The Glove Box can adapt to changing applications. Re-routing the blower discharge to the inlet HEPA
filter positively pressurizes the main chamber, resulting in ultra-clean conditions for handling lower
hazard materials. The HEPA-Filtered Glove Box is leak-tested with helium validating glove box seals to
a leak level of 1x 10–3 mL/sec or less. An extensive validation test report including data on gas dilution rate, ASHRAE 110 containment, smoke removal, blower curves, noise levels, vibration, lighting,
helium leak rate, and oxygen leak rate is available at www.labconco.com.

The Precise® HEPA-Filtered Glove Boxes provides ISO
Class 3 clean room conditions in an affordable, versatile
and efficient containment device. There is a complete line
of Precise Glove Boxes that all have seamless, one-piece
molded polyethylene shells that withstand chemicals and
are easy to clean. Choose from Controlled Atmosphere,
Filtered, and Combination models.

The Precise HEPA-Filtered Glove Box provides a cost-effective, versatile, chemical-resistant containment
system for researchers requiring particulate protection for themselves and their sensitive materials.
For more information, go to www.labconco.com
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TitrIC – New Possibilities
in Ion Analysis Through
Combination of Titration
and Ion Chromatography

6555 Pelican Creek Circle
Riverview, FL 33578
866-METROHM (638-7646)
www.metrohmusa.com

The fully automatic Metrohm TitrIC system combines the best of the two analytical
branches titration and ion chromatography and allows a simultaneous analysis of
water quality parameters such as pH, conductivity, temperature, m- and p- alkalinity, and F-, Cl-, NO3-, SO42-; Li+, Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ ion concentration. These
disparate analyses are conducted from a single sample using only one system and
one software control package.
At the beginning of the analysis, the sample is transferred to the two Compact ICs
for anion and cation analysis by means of the 50 mL Liquid Handling Dosino®. As
soon as the determinations have started, 100 mL of the sample is transferred into
an external cell via the flow-through cell in order to determine the conductivity.
Afterwards, temperature, pH and acid capacity (p- and m-alkalinity values) are
determined in the external vessel by titration with a strong acid.
Depending on the requirements, TitrIC can be set up for complete analysis, IC
only or titration only analysis of the sample. The results shown here are for the
complete analysis.
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DETERMINATION OF MERCURY IN MIXED MATRICES,
COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED IN COMMERCIAL TESTING LABS
Commercial testing laboratories often come across the widest mix of sample types for trace metal
analysis. One of the key elements that these labs need to quantify is mercury. Traditionally,
analytical chemists have had to rely on techniques like CVAA and ICP-MS for mercury
determination that involve a time consuming and a labor-intensive sample preparation
step. Direct mercury analysis, as described by EPA 7473, is an alternative method to
traditional techniques that enables a chemist to run mixed matrices without the
need for digesting them and yields results in as little as ~6 min per sample.
This makes it significantly faster and cost effective with comparable or
better recoveries than CVAA and ICP-MS.

Milestone Inc.
25 Controls Dr., Shelton, CT 06484
1-866-995-5100
www.milestonesci.com
mwave@milestonesci.com

INTRODUCTION:

With the influx of a number of local and international regulations aimed to minimize environmental and consumer exposure to heavy metals in the recent past,
consumer testing laboratories that offer services for trace metals analysis have
realized a variety of potential growth opportunities. However, associated with
these opportunities is the challenge that these contract laboratories must remain
cost-competitive while addressing increased throughput demands and developing
methods to successfully prepare and analyze a wide variety of sample matrices.
Traditional techniques used to analyze mercury involve a sample digestion step,
after which they are analyzed on CVAA or ICP-MS. Although effective, sample
preparation requires manpower, equipment, handling and disposing large amounts
of acid that not only takes hours for completion, but also is very expensive. Alternatively, the U.S. EPA developed a method 7473 for rapid determination of
mercury in solids and aqueous samples without sample prep. This method uses
an integrated sequence of thermal decomposition followed by catalytic conversion,
amalgamation and atomic absorption spectrophotometry.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS:

To test the efficiency of the DMA-80, five standard reference materials (SRM) from
five different industries were run sequentially on the DMA-80, with each industry
standard reference run in triplicate. Sample mean concentrations, standard and
relative standard deviations were calculated and compared to the certified mercury
values of the standard reference materials.

Industry

Sample SRM

Mean Conc. of
5 samples

Certified Conc. Range

Standard Deviation

Relative Standard
Deviation

Environmental

NIST 2709 - San Joaquin Soil

1.4032 ppm

1.4 +/- 0.08 ppm

0.0164

1.17%

Energy

NIST 1633b - Coal Fly Ash

0.1396 ppm

0.14 +/- 0.02 ppmt

0.0028

2.06%

Biological

DORM 4 – Fish Protein

0.4236 ppm

0.41 +/- 0.055 ppm

0.0074

1.75%

Pharmaceutical/ Nutraceutical

NIST 3248 - Ginkgo Containing Tablets

0.2608 ppb

0.271 +/- 0.034 ppb

0.0064

2.47%

Consumer Products

ERM-EC680k - LDPE

4.7451 ppm

4.64 +/- 0.2 ppm

0.1926

4.06%

INSTRUMENTATION:

A direct mercury analyzer (DMA-80 Tri-Cell) from Milestone Inc. was used for
this experiment. The instrument was configured to sequentially process up to 40
samples placed on the auto-sampler. The auto-sampler automatically aligned and
accommodated quartz (1500uL) and nickel (500mg) sample boats. All the components of the DMA-80 instrument were contained in a closed system to ensure
that the samples were not exposed to outside interferences. Oxygen is used as a
carrier gas at 65psi pressure and a flow rate of 7L/hour.

CALIBRATION:

The DMA can be calibrated using aqueous standards or Standard Reference Materials (SRM). The DMA-80 used for this experiment had a tri-cell spectrophotometer
and covered a dynamic range of 0.0015-1200 ng Hg. Each cell was calibrated
using different volumes of 1ppm and 0.1ppm stock solutions, prepared from an
NIST traceable 1000 ppm stock solution (VHG Labs).

The concentrations shown above for a wide variety of standard reference materials were not only in the certified range of mercury concentration but also had
very low RSD’s, indicating the high accuracy and reproducibility of the DMA-80.
Furthermore, testing a sequence of different matrices with concentrations ranging
from low ppt to ppm also showed that there was no carryover of mercury from
sample to sample.
Commercial testing laboratories are required to analyze different matrices accurately
and quickly, while keeping operating costs under control. The DMA-80 is an excellent
productivity tool providing results in ~6 min/sample and proves to be proficient,
matrix-independent and cost effective, while completely eliminating the challenges
of sample preparation posed by conventional mercury analysis techniques.
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The Importance of Proper Maintenance
In laboratory settings, there are many applications that require temperature
control: from GC-MS to rotary evaporators, from viscometers to polarimeters.
Because of this, temperature control solutions, like chillers and circulating water
baths, play a big part in these processes. Therefore, an effective preventive
maintenance schedule is of the utmost importance.

Filters, Vents and Condensers

Chillers and Refrigerated/Heated Circulating Baths contain some components that may collect dust or debris.
Therefore, it is important to clean these regularly.
For chillers, the air filter is the first line of defense against dirt and other pollutants getting inside the chiller and
clogging things up. To clean the filter, remove it and blow out with air or wash with mild detergent and warm
water. If the compressor is dirty, use compressed air to blow dirt from the inside of the chiller.
For refrigerated/heated circulating baths, keep the refrigeration systems operating at optimum cooling capacity
by keeping the condenser, air filter and all air vents free of dust and dirt.

+1(847)647-0611
US toll-free (800) 229-7569.
www.polyscience.com/LabManager

PolyScience® Refrigerated/
Heated Circulating Bath
Air Filterthat withstand
chemicals and are easy to
clean. Choose from Controlled
Atmosphere, Filtered, and
Combination models.

For PolyScience® Refrigerated/Heated Circulating Baths, the reusable air filter is easily accessed from the front
of the unit by simply removing the access panel. Again, use a mild detergent and water solution to wash off any
accumulated particles. Rinse and dry thoroughly before reinstalling.

Fluids

When it comes to reservoir fluids (water, a fluid mixture, or a heat transfer fluid), there are a few things to keep in
mind. First, it is important to maintain fluid levels. During normal operation/circulation, some fluid loss can occur.
Refer to product manuals to ensure that the fluid levels fall within the specified guideline. PolyScience® Circulating
Baths with Performance Digital, Advanced Programmable and Performance Programmable controllers feature a Service sub-menu, which tracks operation statistics and even notifies you when your filters or fluids need to be replaced.
Second, it is important to maintain clean and clear circulating fluids or bath water. Optimum temperature and
moisture conditions for algae growth exist when using water as a bath fluid. To prevent algae contamination and
minimize the frequency of draining the reservoir, an algaecide should be used.
Third, heat transfer fluid properties should be checked regularly. The heat transfer fluid is the lifeblood of the
cooling system. Be sure that the fluid you use has adequate low temperature properties for your application to
prevent evaporator freeze-up, loss of cooling and possible damage to the unit. Also be aware that the cooling
and/or antifreeze properties of the heat transfer fluid may deteriorate over time. It should be checked regularly
to ensure that it has not lost any of its cooling and/or antifreeze properties.

Location and Conditions

The location and external conditions of any equipment is important. For temperature control products, like chillers
and circulators, it is vital that there is enough space on all sides for adequate air flow. Check the ambient air
temperature, as well, to make sure it does not exceed manufacturer recommendations.
Lastly, check the electrical wires, tubing and insulation for fraying or other wear. It is also important to check the
electrical input at the power input to ensure proper voltage and amperage.

Conclusion

All in all, preventive measures should be taken to ensure proper performance of your temperature control units.
All PolyScience® Circulating Baths and Chillers have built-in alert systems to aid with proper maintenance.
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Proton OnSite Nitrogen generation systems

Proton OnSite has been developing on-site hydrogen generators for laboratories around the world for 15
years. This spring, the company will bring its expertise to a new line of cost-effective nitrogen generators.
Using membrane technology and Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) systems, the nitrogen generators are
designed to meet a variety of laboratory budgets, sizes and demands.
Four of the new generators use membrane technology, a cost-effective option for providing a constant
stream of nitrogen gas to a laboratory’s applications.
The product family’s other two generators use Proton OnSite’s PSA technology to create nitrogen from
compressed air. Designed with simplicity in mind, the compression technology helps reduce time spent
on maintenance, while delivering a reliable, constant stream of pure nitrogen gas.

Proton OnSite
10 Technology Drive
Wallingford, CT, 06492
+01-203-949-8697
www.protononsite.com

Simplify Your Nitrogen Supply
IInch for inch, laboratories are some of the most expensive sites in the world, and space is at a premium.
Laboratory professionals are challenged to make the most of their space and equipment, while maintaining
the integrity of their operations, on budget.
Some laboratories get nitrogen gas via cylinders, but forward-thinking laboratories are turning to on-site
generators. That’s because an on-site nitrogen generator gives laboratories a high-performance, low-maintenance solution that works every time. It’s a smart choice too, as laboratories can rely on one compact
generator to cost-effectively meet all of their nitrogen needs.

Constant, Reliable Supply
The typical mass spectrometer demands between 15 liters and 25 liters per minute of nebulizer gas.
Laboratories running a test for 24 hours would require thousands of liters of nitrogen, while experiments
demanding a drying gas need as much as 60 liters per minute for certain periods of the process. Rather
than continuously managing cylinder supplies in a limited space, laboratory professionals can rely on a
compact on-site generator to meet the gas demands of any experiment.
If laboratory professionals are forced to regularly replace cylinders, it’s difficult to attain constant, high
pressure and, in turn, a stable gas flow. This is a problem, because mass spectrometry in particular needs
a stable flow as well as a stable supply to ensure flow controls work properly throughout the system. By
attaching a nitrogen gas generator to a compressor, a lab professional can ensure their system will work
at full potential throughout the entire process.

Proton OnSite’s advanced Pressure Swing Adsorption
and membrane nitrogen generators offer the reliability and
superior performance that laboratory professionals need.
The new product family features a range of volumes and
sizes to fit the needs of any laboratory. Regardless of
whether the laboratory’s stand-alone generator feeds one or
many systems, Proton OnSite’s new product line offers the
best solution at the best price.

On Budget. OnSite.
On-site nitrogen generation systems are also cost-effective. For starters, replacing cylinders with an on-site
generator eliminates the cost and logistics associated with delivering, transporting, storing and resupplying
a laboratory. This frees up laboratory professionals to focus on the project at-hand.
Likewise, rather constantly monitoring and replacing cylinders of nitrogen, laboratory professionals can
rely on an unattended, compact gas generator to meet the varying needs of a given experiment. Stored
nitrogen cylinders left unattended also threaten to disrupt a laboratory’s gas supply, which could require the
laboratory team to repeat a costly process. A constant, nebulizing gas supply ensures this does not happen.

Low-Maintenance Nitrogen, Whenever You Need It
Ultimately, reliability is key for any laboratory. Whether a laboratory professional is creating life-saving
drugs or testing contaminated water, they need quick, accurate results. Laboratory professionals cannot do
this without a reliable stream of nitrogen gas.
Proton OnSite’s latest line of innovative nitrogen generators is designed with simplicity in mind, featuring
advanced technology that’s made to last. With an on-site gas generator, laboratory professionals can count
on a supply of constant, stable nitrogen, whenever they need it.
May 2013
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THE FUTURE
OF RACE WAY…

168 Georgetown Rd.
Canonsburg, PA 15317
Phone 800-245-6378
www.uecorp.com

STARLINE Plug-In Raceway,
has revolutionized the power distribution industry!  
Universal Electric Corporation created STARLINE Plug-In
Raceway to meet the ever-changing power distribution
and datacom needs of research, pharmaceutical, university, hospital and data labs.
It offers a flexibility that no other product has – the
ability to add or relocate electrical outlet modules
anywhere on the raceway quickly and easily – without
shutting down power!
STARLINE Plug-In Raceway not only offers flexibility and
low cost of ownership, additional benefits are:
• Reliability
• Aesthetically Appealing
• Re-locatable and Scalable
• Reduced Installation Costs
To learn more about Universal Electric Corporation and
its products, please visit www.uecorp.com or call us at
800-245-6378.
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ACQUITY Advanced Polymer
Chromatography (APC) System

Waters Corporation
34 Maple Street
Milford, MA 01757 USA
1-508-478-2000 | 800 252-4752
www.waters.com/apc

The ACQUITY Advanced Polymer Chromatography (APC™) is a breakthrough technology
from Waters that defines the ultimate in size-based chromatographic separations, delivering more information about your polymers faster than ever before. This means better
characterization, improved asset utilization and a superior solution for achieving corporate
innovation and sustainability goals. APC performance benefits include more robust calibrations, which are essential in generating accurate measurements for polymer characterization. The combination of speed and resolution improvements for low molecular weight
polymers allows quick, reliable characterization of polymers in the development process,
which can facilitate fast-tracking of new polymers to market.
The arrival of the ACQUITY APC System in the laboratory means that chromatographic polymer characterization is no longer synonymous with long run times. You can obtain accurate
and repeatable polymer molecular weight information up to 5 to 20 times faster than
before. Reduce laboratory turnaround times for polymer samples – Get answers to your
development labs, your manufacturing operations teams, and your customers, faster.
Low-dispersion chromatographic system with fluid paths, fully optimized for solvents typically used in the aqueous and organic analysis of polymers. The ACQUITY Refractive Index (RI)
Detector is designed specifically to operate with low dispersion chromatographic systems.
ACQUITY APC Columns for SEC analysis of polymers contain high-strength, sub-3 µm
hybrid silica particles that have solvent agnostic properties, and also allow the use of
high backpressures for high-performance separations. Since there is little to no swelling
of the particle in different solvents, column performance is maintained across the use of
many common mobile phases. The versatility of ACQUITY APC Columns enables polymer
scientists to analyze their samples in the most appropriate solvent for their application, for
more accurate results while minimizing the number of columns in the lab. Using the lowdispersion ACQUITY APC System in combination with robust ACQUITY APC Columns, high
backpressures can be accommodated, allowing the use of faster flow rates. This results
not only in significant time-savings for polymer sample analysis, but also in considerable
resource savings through faster overall system equilibration and by using the same bank
of columns for solvent switching applications.
Empower 3 Software with GPC option has proven to be straightforward yet versatile for
its capabilities to calculate molecular weight distributions and automatically generate
characterization data for polymer samples. Combining the vast capabilities of Empower
3 Software with the GPC option with the analysis speed and resolution of the ACQUITY
APC System results in a powerful and efficient tool for the effective characterization of
new and existing polymers.
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Biohit Picus
electronic pipette

products in action

Sartorius Corporation
5 Orville Drive, Suite 200
Bohemia, New York 11716
Toll-free 800.635.2906
www.sartorius.us

Enjoy pipetting!
• New ergonomic design protects you from RSI (repetitive strain injury) and eases
the workload in long pipetting series
• The lightest and smallest electronic pipette ensures optimal working posture and
offers comfortable pipetting

Achieve reliable results!
• New generation technology – electronic brake and the piston control system guarantee accurate and precise pipetting results
• Unique plate tracker increases the reliability in microwell plate work by guiding pipetting steps

Learn to use it in a minute!
• Intuitive user interface – adopt  the main functions easily without  the manual
• Fastest volume setting and easy  menu navigation with unique Adjustment wheel
• Hot key – fast access to your  favorite programs easing up your routine work

Adjustment wheel!
• Offers extremely fast volume  setting and easy menu navigation
• Enables ergonomic one-handed operation
• Controls accurately manual  pipetting and titrating speed with just a light touch of thumb
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Enabling Target-based and Phenotypic Assays by
Incorporating Automated Digital Fluorescence
Microscopy in A Multi-Mode Microplate Reader

BioTek Instruments, Inc.
Highland Park, PO Box 998
Winooski, VT 05404
www.biotek.com

Peter Banks and Brad Larson

Decades ago, phenotypic assays were the mainstay of drug development. As an example, compounds were tested
for reduction in the electrical stimulation of a piece of intestine isolated in the warm salt solution of an organ bath.
The genomics revolution that began in the 1980s produced an explosion of possible drug target proteins which led
to phenotypic screening being largely abandoned in favor of target-based approaches and industrialized high throughput screening. Yet it is critical to have thorough drug target identification and validation studies performed in advance
of target-based screening, such that the putative drug target is indeed causative of disease. Poor target validation
leads to high attrition of drug candidates found through target-based screening due to lack of efficacy.
Thus phenotypic assays are making a comeback in drug discovery, as there is no need for a target-based hypothesis to
develop an assay. Yet there remain issues with having no knowledge of the mechanism of action of drug candidates
found through phenotypic screening. While some pharmaceutical companies embrace phenotypic drug discovery,
others remain focused on target-based screening; but a more common approach is a balance of both paradigms.
Microplates continue to be the vessel of choice for screening: 96-, 384- and 1536-well formats are the most
commonly used. Phenotypic screening tends to use the lower density plates, while target-based screening favors higher densities. Multi-mode microplate readers are the instruments of choice for generating target-based
screening data, where a univariate, or at most bi-variate, detection signal(s) from the bulk of the solution in
the microplate well is collected. In phenotypic screening, multivariate data is commonly collected to better
characterize a phenotype and its modulation. Automated digital fluorescence microscopy is often employed
for phenotypic screening of cells in microplates using high content screening instrumentation.
The Cytation™3 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader is designed to accommodate both target-based and phenotypic assays. The reader performs PMT-based whole well detection using a choice of either monochromator- or spectral filter/dichroic mirror-based wavelength selection from the top of microplates; and automated
LED/CCD-based inverted digital fluorescence microscopy from the bottom of microplates. Figure 1 illustrates
Cytation3’s ability to perform target-based assays by monitoring the inhibition of EGF-induced secretion
of the cytokine IL-6 from an epithelial ovarian cancer cell line by the EGFR inhibitor AG 1478 using HTRF
detection technology (microplate top read with spectral filters/dichroic mirror). The compound’s toxicity can
be probed by using the bottom read digital fluorescence microscopy channel and a LIVE/DEAD stain. This
additional data can inform on toxicity of the inhibitor in question. It appears from the image at right that the
potency of AG 1478 is somewhat influenced by cellular toxicity that would reduce the HTRF signal. Figure 2
demonstrates the ability to perform phenotypic screening of keratinocytes using green (oxidative stress) and
red (hypoxia) fluorescent probes with the bottom read digital fluorescence microscopy channel of Cytation3.
Increasing dosage of CoCl2 does lead to increasing oxidative stress and hypoxia. These data illustrate the
ability of Cytation3 to perform today’s dual paradigm of phenotypic and target-based assays.

Figure 1: AG 1478 dose response on EGF-induced IL-6 secretion
from SKOV-3 cells as measured by HTRF. LIVE (blue) and DEAD (red)
4x images are (left): [AG 1478] = IC50; right: [AG1478] = 5 μM.
Percentage numbers in the bottom left-hand corner of the images
represent % DEAD cells.

Figure 2: Immortalized keratinocytes dosed with CoCl2 and probed
for oxidative stress (green) and hypoxia (red). Cells were identified
and counted using Hoescht 33342 nuclear stain (blue) and integrated
Gen5™ Data Analysis Software. % Cells Effected was computed by
green/blue and red/blue ratios for oxidative stress and hypoxia, respectively. 20x images: left, [CoCl2] = 100 μM; right, [CoCl2] = 1 mM.
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HOW IT WORKS
Green Fume Hood Technology
Problem: The University of Rochester was
looking to rebrand itself and increase student
enrollment, particularly in the Science and
Engineering Department. The university’s president
understood that in order to achieve this goal, they
needed to improve the school’s attractiveness
to undergraduate science majors. Although the
university had been gaining well-deserved respect
for their graduates, the lack of innovative and
updated lab facilities was a serious factor in
hindering undergraduate enrollment. The current
chemistry lab had been regularly upgrading its
equipment, but it failed to update the physical
workspace. Long counters filled small rooms with
drab-colored walls. The design was functional but
it was far from a state-of the-art laboratory.
Although they had a sizeable budget, they were
working with limited time and lack of existing
space. The intent was that this new lab would be
a prototype for future development. Hiring a local
architect, preferably experienced in sustainable
design that would work with the Chemistry
Department faculty and be open to their input in
regards to interior design was a must. The vintage
building, Hutchinson Hall, which would house the
2,265 s.f. lab, was constructed in the 1960’s and
the exhaust infrastructure was limited. Fume hoods
are a central component in any lab and, knowing
that the existing structure did not have the exhaust
capacity to accommodate the number of traditional
fume hoods the curriculum demanded, required
the university to turn to new technology. This had
to incorporate safety and reliability, complimented
with “green” technology.

with back up filters and back up fans and they can be quickly
and easily adapted to suit the needs of the new location and/
or application. The focal point of Erlab’s GreenFumeHood
technology is its groundbreaking Neutrodine filters which
are capable of filtering 98 percent or more of the chemicals
commonly used in 99 percent of laboratories. Most of
the remaining two percent of chemicals are non-toxic
or rarely used in chemistry labs. The filter bank has two
identical filters, stacked with an open space between them
that contains a series of molecular detection sensors. When
the main filter reaches saturation, any escaping molecules
are detected by the sensor and adsorbed by the second
filter, ensuring redundant safety, an alarm is sounded, and a
notification is sent to the user’s laptop or smart phone. The
hoods can accommodate liquids, solids, bases and solvents
individually or together under the same hood. The addition
of the optional HEPA module allows for the use of powders,
giving the lab flexibility in research and experiments.
These filtered fume hoods don’t require added air, thereby
saving on energy costs, in both hot and cold seasons. These
filtered fume hoods include G-guard, a “smart technology”
integrated into the systems which monitors filter efficiency
and alerts to potential spills outside the hood. The results
are saving the university thousands of energy dollars a year
per fume hood and by adding them to the new lab, they were
awarded a $36,000 New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority grant. Along with having a positive
impact on the environment, increased safety features and
cost savings, the ductless fume hoods provide students with a
work environment that mirrors the way research is done in a
professional laboratory.
For more information, visit: www.greenfumehood.com

Four key elements to be incorporated in the new
laboratory were:
• Safe working environment
• Sustainable
• Energy-efficient
• Cost-effective
Solution: The emerging technology of “green” fume

hoods was researched by the contracted architectural
firm of Bergmann Associates, who was familiar with
Erlab, Inc., the company that invented filtered fume hood
technology. Erlab’s GreenFumeHood® Technology is an allencompassing, standalone filtration system unencumbered
by ductwork. It can be moved around and "re-installed" as
the needs of a laboratory change. Fume hoods equipped
with this technology yield significant energy savings because
of their patented modular filtration column that is designed
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 The University of Rochester’s chemistry lab got an overhaul
that involved installing fume hoods by Airmaster with Erlab’s
GreenFumeHood® Technology above.
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HOW IT WORKS
A Superspeed Centrifuge

Problem: In today’s laboratories, safe, efficient sample processing is essential to getting research
answers faster. The centrifuge is a staple of these laboratories and critical to this sample processing.
Often a shared resource in busy research facilities, the lab centrifuge can be a revolving door of multiple
users with varying levels of experience and a range of applications, all requiring a variety of rotors.
Yet, the centrifuge is technically complex and can be the source of lab mishaps if used improperly. These
everyday challenges can keep lab managers up at night: Are all researchers trained on centrifuge use?
Are they using the right rotors for their applications and is the centrifuge programmed with the correct
application parameters? Are they ensuring the rotors are properly and safely secured in the centrifuge
chamber to avoid any potential rotor accidents?
Solution: Designed to overcome these

obstacles, push-button rotor exchange and
instant rotor identification are technology
innovations featured in Thermo Scientific™
Sorvall™ LYNX superspeed centrifuges.
These technologies are designed to simplify
centrifuge operation, safeguard daily sample
processing and shorten run set-up time—
all without impacting the performance
required for these research applications.

New quick rotor exchange technology,
known as Thermo Scientific™ AutoLock™, allows researchers to install or
remove centrifuge rotors in only three
seconds. Traditional rotors are secured
using a tie-down system, which bolts the
rotor down onto the centrifuge motor shaft.
This traditional method requires proper
technique, considerable hand strength
and significant time, a process which is
then repeated several times a day when
rotor changes are needed for a different
user, application or protocol. Now using titanium latches
with Auto-Lock rotor exchange, the rotor is automatically
captured and securely locked into the centrifuge without
any user manipulation or procedure, improving safety
and confidence that the rotor will not loosen during a run.
At the end of the run, a simple push-button on the rotor
releases the locking mechanism, allowing the rotor to be
easily and quickly removed from the centrifuge.
Another innovation in these superspeed centrifuges is instant
automatic rotor identification with Thermo Scientific™ AutoID™. Using reliable, permanent magnets installed on rotors
designed for this centrifuge, this technology instantly detects
the magnetic pattern as soon as it is secured in the centrifuge
and then automatically loads rotor name and specifications
into centrifuge parameters. Instant rotor identification saves
considerable run set-up time by eliminating the need to search
for and input arcane rotor codes.
Additionally, traditional centrifuges perform tests during the
centrifuge run to confirm the identity of the rotor is aligned
with the rotor which has been programmed. This rotor
checking process is done by measuring wind resistance or
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indirectly calculating rotor mass while the rotor is spinning
at up to several thousand rpm and can occur a minute or
more after the run has started. This means the user has
often left the centrifuge and is not present if a problem is
detected. Auto-ID also eliminates the potential to overspeed a rotor by making it impossible to accidently enter
an incorrect rotor code or rotor speed, common user errors
that on traditional systems can prematurely stop a centrifuge
run, with consequences ranging from time lost due to an
incomplete separation to damage to valuable samples.
Auto-Lock rotor exchange and Auto-ID instant rotor
identification are examples of technology innovations
that simplify centrifuge operation without sacrificing
performance—and give lab managers the assurance of
proper usage and safety compliance, while simultaneously
providing
centrifuge users with higher productivity
with ease-of-use, and confidence that successful sample
processing has taken place.
For more information, please visit www.thermoscientific.com/lynx
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TOTAL CHEMICAL RESISTANT SE AIRE-STREAM FUME HOOD
The Aire-Stream Fume Hood is constructed entirely of chemical resistant, flame
retardant, non-metallic composite resin materials and features an exclusive
“Unitized” construction that does not require screws, bolts, rivets, or metallic
hardware to assemble. The fume chamber is molded one piece seamless with
all corners coved for easy cleaning and light reflectivity. This series of fume hoods
is UL 1805 certified and is offered in 48”, 60”, 72” and 96” widths in either
constant air volume or restricted bypass models. The new Aire-Stream Fume
Hood is a high performance fume hood that maximizes user protection and energy
savings. This hood is equipped with a 36” high extended view height, exclusive
slotted rear VaraFlow baffle system, aerodynamic sash lift with perforated air-sweep feature, and molded-in
belled outlet collar for reduced airflow resistance. Hood is shipped completely assembled and can include a wide
selection of accessories that can be factory installed to meet your specific need. Work surfaces in a variety of
materials and a choice of base cabinets including acid or flammable storage are optional as required.
Contact: Hemco
Visit www.hemcocorp.com
email info@hemcocorp.com, call at 816-796-2900.

RDM Industrial Products
Laboratory and Industrial Furniture Solutions
As a Manufacturer and Distributor, RDM Industrial Products has been providing Laboratory and Industrial
Furniture Solutions for over 35 years. We strive to provide Top Quality Products, On-Time, with the type of
Service that aims to keep you coming back for more...
Our products include laboratory tables and workbenches, custom carts, laminar flow workstations, stainless
steel furniture, laboratory casework, and much more. We also offer many peripheral products to go along
with the units we manufacture, such as seating, shelving, and computer peripherals, to name a few.

Contact:
RDM Industrial Products, Inc.
Tel: 877-777-9130
www.rdm-ind.com

SONNTEK – “STAY FOCUSED”
Still the Best Selection of
Research Lamps Anywhere!
201-236-9300
w w w. s o n n t e k . c o m
sonntek@aol.com

Place your product profile ad today!

Reach Your Target Audience, Engage Your Brand,
and Optimize Your Advertising Impact.

Deliver your message and position your products and brand in
front of more buyers and key decision-makers in print and online
than any other resource available today.
For more information visit www.labmanger.com

BUY & SELL EQUIPMENT • ONLINE AUCTIONS
NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS • GREAT DEALS
Register today to run ads, bid in LabAuctions, or contact buyers
and sellers. LabX showcases over 190,000 listings of new,
surplus and pre-owned lab equipment and supplies. Visit LabX
today and get the product you’ve always wanted NOW!

WWW.LABX.COM
Labx_Listings_Hafp_H_MarketPlace.indd 1
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www.EquipNet.com
Sales@EquipNet.com

888.371.6555
781.821.3482

PRE-OWNED LABORATORY & ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT
EquipNet, Inc. runs the largest online MarketPlace™
for pre-owned lab & analytical equipment in the
world. We provide world-class manufacturers with
software, inventory and appraisal services that
facilitate the management of their idle assets.
US • Canada • Puerto Rico/Latin America • Europe • India • Asia/Pacific

Refurbished
Analytical
Equipment
Mass Specs

HPLC

NMR

since 1979

Biotech

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT TRADING LTD.
www.ietltd.com
sales@ietltd.com
Phone: 847.913.0777
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PARTING POINTS

Takeaways from this month’s issue:
Is Your Message Getting
Lost in the Sauce?

During the past several years, there has been a major focus on the scientific community improving communications with the external public. Considerably less attention meanwhile has been
paid to the efficacy of scientists’ internal communications. Managers should think about:
• Don’t just assume that the message is getting across
• Communications training for staff and management

•  What communication channels are best for which situations
•  Effective communication is essential to building trust and motivation

22
Organizational Disrupters

One of the most difficult situations managers face surprisingly comes
from places where it is least expected. It’s the people you know who
now start to behave in unreliable and counterproductive ways after
you have taken a leadership position. To counter this, managers must:
•
•
•
•

Keep a close check on the impact the person is having
Make sure their message is being received correctly
Get input from other respected sources on the effect the person is having
Use the appropriate level of control for each work group, based on their uniqueness

28
Managing R&D Data in
a Virtual World

Pharmaceutical and biotech companies are moving from centralized
organizations to a virtual network of contract research organizations
(CROs), academic partners, internal labs, and government agencies.
Types of collaborations with third-parties are:
•
•
•
•

40
Spine Tingling

There are plenty of ways to injure one’s back in a laboratory, and back
injuries are among the most common reasons for lost work time. Some
of the things to consider when lifting objects include the following:
•
•
•
•
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Take time to evaluate the load to determine whether or not you will need help
Plan the path or route you will use to carry the load
Prepare to lift the load by taking a good stance and making sure you are balanced
Bend your knees to reach down to the load so you can use your legs to do the
lifting and not your back
Lab Manager
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Fee for service
Virtualized R&D
Hospital Collaborations
Pre-competitive

56
INSIGHTS on Microscopy &
Imaging

Microscopy encompasses a wide range of techniques. There are
dozens of ways to dice and slice this marketplace and the technology
continues to grow. Major trends include:
•
•
•
•

Companies & Markets estimates the 2016 microscopy market to be $4.1 billion
Today, high-tech semiconductor, materials, and forensics industries are big customers
Applications for the various microscopy & imaging techniques continue to expand
The emergence of super-resolution microscopy
www.labmanager.com

Imagine a multi-mode detection platform that
evolves over time.
Introducing the SpectraMax® i3
Multi-Mode Microplate Platform
Imagine a multi-mode detection platform that evolves with your future
needs and offers an unlimited breadth of application possibilities. Imagine

The SpectraMax i3 Multi-Mode Microplate Detection Platform (top, blue)
with the SpectraMax® MiniMax™ Imaging Cytometer (bottom, orange)

spectral absorbance, fluorescence, and luminescence detection. Additionally,
user-installable options allow the SpectraMax i3 System to grow with your
changing application needs beyond the current reader applications, evolving
in the future.

Together through life sciences.

Scan the QR code to learn more or visit

www.moleculardevices.com
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